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PREFACE

Challenges facing tivo-year colleges ^have never beeen

greatet. Unprecedented changes in societal tlends and values,

have,created both opportunities and problems. Demographic,

sociall, and economic chariges are altering the student population.

Many colleges are confronted with shifting and in>pome cases

declining-enrollmets, inflation, and &taxpayers' revolt.

There is a'need for two-year colleges to continuously

assess their managerial-strategies and capabilities. The

fu'iure of many colleges lies primariley in their ability to

exertise.self-control and.to adapt to present and iture

conditions. Many colleges aee developing and implementing
014

comprehensive yet flexible planning procesies designed to serve

as a vehicle for their conkinuous development. and renewal.

Comprehensive planning is emeririg as an essential, administrative

process for increasing or maintaining institutional.vitality in

the 1980s.

This monograph, the first of two dealing with comprehensive

1.institutional plahning, is dii.4-cted at execUtive officers

And institutional planners. It provides essential information .

for "pinning to plan." Institutions interested in initiating -

or improving their approaCh to planning should find the plan4illg

precepts and conceptual frameWork especially useful. A

planning process that can be adapted to meet, individual district ,

needs is exprained'in detail. It should be noted that. planning

b.4
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for the 1980s will requfre a distindtly different approach

bedause of environmental uncfrtainties and limited resources.

The nature of a planning process advocated for the 1980s is

compared with apraches utiried in the pas

This monograph shoufd not be viewed as
0

institutional planning kit but ms.a resOurce

comprehensj.4 institutional planning as an essential.. administra-
tr.

t.

a do-itnrourselr

for understanding

.tives activity. Planners interested in a descriptiVe step-by-

step approach to planning are referred to the,second mOnograph

in, this .se'ries titled Comprehlensive Institutional Planning in

.Twp-Year Coll,eges:: A Planning Process an'd InstitutignAl case
1

Study. This second monograph deals with the process of preparing,

utilizing, and ev:alaating a comprehensive planniny process.

If your goaris to maintain or improve your college's

reputation as being a responsive community7-based and Performance-
.

7xoriented institution prepared to meet the challenges of the

.1980s, now is the time to act. Comprehensive ins,titutional

-planning is the Way.' .

-vi-

Steven L. Van Ausdle
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.and demand for curricuiun of immediate utflity are but'a feW
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.-...',\'
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, ,
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.,1 .'

. , .
. .
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ancl accOuntability, As vOicea through the'rhlotoric and actions
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i

of eiected'officials, ompound these chil enges,
. ,- *,

yall the'iwo-year c ge Continue'to viewed-as
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PLANNING: -AN ESSENTIAL . 1

ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTION FOR THE-1980a .

Unprecedentqd change in sotietal trends,and

present new,Challenges.to the two-Year college. These
- .

. . . .

,challenge6 arl".111 \the tom of both opportunities and problems;
. .

- .

Inflation, declinitlg enfrollment patterns, a taxpayer's r0v0,1t.
%

1

V

'a pa,fti.cularly a00rOpriate.,rnstitution to help people

workand likre in eichanginTenvironMent=?'-`'Can it contini, tp

respond to bethvreient and future needi linder anticipated
r.

condition of moreMeimitbd:resourcewand shifti.ng enrollment

patterns? The answers.lie primarily in the two-year college's

ability to exercise self..:control and ,improve its capabiiity

to adapt to present and.future needs. The question 1.14

How can,institutions best ad and respond to changing

conditiOns anticipated i 1980s?

Institutional planning should be viewed as an .

essential administrative functibn in the ewo-year college.
de

The central thesis ,of this paper is that a.two-year. college
-

needs a comprehensive, yet flexible planning °process to t

0.

4.
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support poli-cy .and operating decJsion0 concerning 'present.

'and future direction. While' emphalkzing the impoTtance of
.

planning, itis not-the intent to e-emphasize other.A

adMknistr:.ative fun'c,tions; howeyerwithot;Cviable.plannihg/

other.functiofs b4cohle'les§ sensitiveto-ille well.-being ci.N.
.

.

,. the iflititution. It iswpften'said that if you don't;knioW ' .

where y u are going, any route wilr get you there, even though

1 1 ,you pro ably won't know when.or if s;ou,have.arrived, Regan-

the case of the airline pilot who announced to his passengers,

"I've got some good news and scime bad news, First-the bad\

-news; We're lost! NoTAr fierthe good ri.ws: We're making very

good timel"

' Planning for the Next becade,

In order to'plan for the -next decade, the environmental

milieu from which future determining forces will arise must

be delineated and anAlyzed. InAitutional planning must be
4

sensitive to'the institutional consequences .of societal

trends.and value shifts.

Societal Trends

Societal trends, consist of forces that wila i'mpinge upon

the institution, influencing both the scope arid'nature of its

programs and servicea, Institutional planning must ascertain

the nature and impAct of these trends on the tnstitution.

Osman; in a-Resource Center 'for Planned Change publication, .

has identified the following societal trends as being



Va.

larticularty relevant to planning postsecondary, education.
-

, The writer Summarizes Osman's ideas'and presents corollaries

pertinent to the.two-year college.. Osman's trends are:

l. Populabn:. Significant structural changes-will occur

tn the-population. The' predominant-gioup will'be
.

composed of indivi.duals who will be twenty to.forty

- A
years Of age by 1985. There will also be a-signiflant-.

..41"
.

increase in the number ,of people over sixty-five who

Can expect to live longer.. These demographic shifts

are summarized in Table 1,

.Corollary: The idemands for adult and continuing

'
education may be at an all-time high: The number of

high school graduates difectly entering two-year

- colleges' is likely to decrease substantially unless

marketing strategies 'attract.a larger percentage of

this potential clientele.

, 2. Government: Governments at all levels,will be

46pected to provide more services. A trend of the
11

past several decades for.the national government

to intervene in all activitieakwill intensifl in

the 1980s. National problems will require national-

planning and control. The United States iS caught

up-in a change fran emphaiis on natural resources

development to the development of human resources.

. Corollary: The prd.tence of government will ensure

, the tights to education at higher levels. The

centrklized approach to public problems will
demand ari awareness of.whole systems, and an'
understanding of the interactions among the

social, economic, political, and ecological
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systems. This will calr for.an interdisciplinary
approach to problem-solving.

.
#

4 . , .
.

,
A3. 'GlobaLAffai= Politibal andseconOmic.activitiesA . 0

are shlfting-fromlpountries oflite Atlantic to We'
V,

,,

, 4

,
,

.

4
.

..

\

counti.ies df the Pacific rim. The Pacitic'Ocean

will be the.arena of activities ir the near future.

JP's.A second shift is the disappearance of colonial
).

cOntrOl in Africa whtre conflict appears in-

escapable. Another major development is the ren-

aissance of Arab nations with the reappearance of

IslaM as a political and economic,force in world

'affair's, A fourth factor is the persistence of

continuing problems of the poor and undeveloped

'countries. There is also a disappearance of

democracy on a global scale and the appearance

of authoritarian
4governments. Added to the

,polltical itspects are trends toward international-

.
ization of industry, including the exPanIsion 7f

A

multi-national corporations into,the United States,

the unCertaintiea concerning\energyr,and the

scarcities of valuable natural resources required

by .industries of Rome nations.

. Corollary: Tokitical and economic factors call for ,a new erA of international cooperation based upon the
inescapable interdependence of the nations of thewoad. Postsecdhdary education must ascertainspecific impacts of international cooperation, study
potential implications, and plan accordingly.

-4-
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A, EnvroAmenti -,Nctions.to imprOve the natural

environment wilL be constrained during .t.he coming

dpcade by concern for econbmic growth. Higher

st'andards'for,air and water quality and land use
.

,

,

lgsislatin ill acivancV-sloWly.: New. technologies

needed.tb 'Adapt, industry tollew resOurces or new.'

Material's invfinted to replece resources, will tend

to be less destructive of the natural environment.

Moreover, erratic behavior of the 'weather as a

conseqt*nce of climatic changes 6alls for an

41

intensificatiom of interest-in the, future of the

,

*
environment from an entirely new perspective.

.Corollary: The impact of environmental controls

on emplOymeAt and productivity must be considered

cdrefully. InstitutiOns should examine their

potential role and plan accordingly.

5. Energy: The United States will be highly vulner:able

and dependent upon foreign oil at least through the

mid 1980s. Dependency on foreign energy hopefully,-.

" will decrease asalternatives such as nuclear, solar,

tidal, and sonar energy sources are developed.

Emphasis on conservation is questiondble'at best,

Produbtion of ruclear energy will continue to confront'

oppositi9n.

,Corollary: Enormous investments in xesearch Anid

development win be required to create Alternative

energy sources. The technological transformatiOn

that will take, place as the present energy base

-5-
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is'teplAVed. will revo utionize the lifestyles alp-
the Institutions of e nation. C011egei heed tor0 . ts

exaMine the4r potent cidntribution to the.
ene.rgy problem and te pl4In !Or energy conservation.

.- .

.6. Economy:, Rdal GroS,s NStivnai Productwill continuelr-
.

_.' ,
-,

. %

, to incr6aske.at Aboutpercent pew year over the
- -

. , d:

next decade Empldyment will grow slowlY because .g
,

f

e

Is et 0

k,.

,

. ,

econon4c expanition. will contln4-to'be technologically

ihtensFve. There will continue to be.a Signincant
,

shift.t:o a services-ioriented edonomy. ,Unemployfient'

wilOtay around 6.to 8 percent.) The unemployed will

be primarily those' who cannot participate in a services-

:Ated economy dpe to lek of:edAation.. The

te5dency tpward qtate,capitalism will.contihue-as

shortages and highIppsts Of,energy converge to
k

4

inhibit private,ecgAomy. The American edaomy

'

will b40,Pell, into its pos.t-industrial stage of
S.

development.
4

.CorollaKyt. The shift to a service-oriented

.economy With less than 20 percent Of the employed
'.engaged in theproductioh of goods-ilmplies a commen-
qurate shift in the nature of curriculum at two-,
year colleges._ The.development of the information
economy- will regouir4;,more education at higher levels.
Sophisticated'technology.and changing occupational-
ivtterris will lead to a vastly more compleic sdc,iety
marad tT increasing interdependence and a growing

or postsecondary,education.

Is o
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7.. Technot1o9y; One of many sbi6ntific andç technoT

.
logicll developments which Will impact on the .

4980s is the sUbatitiltidn.of communications .

tetroltgyfor-tratsportation technology, It is
V

estimated that information product19n and related.

,

employment isii).41 increase from sq. to .6,0 0131:cent *of the
is

Gress Na-tional Rroduct, ,Tha.knowledge_itaustry wilt

lAewise expand to support the infordation industry.

"Miniaturization" is considered to be one of the
4

most significant development; of the twentieth century.
k '

Impacts of "miniaturization" will continue to have

effects on society,

.Corollary: n advanced industrial societY requires

its.-peopl acquire the knowledge to cope with

, elaborate, ructure6 and compleFsystems of thought

ih orderet generate the new .knOwledge needed to'

deal wittiprobleMs of an emerging post-induptri4.1
'perio4, Irwo-year colleges can'anticipate ihcrdabdd

4
demands for commun y

'
instruction 'aimed at skills required to cope in a

Complex environment,

-8. Human -Settlements: The trend in-= urbanizeq.ion is

II
toward an abandohment of the central city and a

,
.

movement to the smaller cities, towns, find country-

.()

,

side beyond. Human settlements are reorganizing

(e^-

regionally Around nodes of specialization., Differenbes

among city,.suburb, ana countryside
/

are disappearing

.anN urbanizlion is definedA3y.lifestyle, occupation,

and psychological attitUdes.
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A new geography is emergtng with shifts of

power to the Southeast and fopthwest: The Gretit

klains, Rocky Mountain, and Far West regions will,
f enjoy the energies of A.owth, ,

. ,
4 l

f . . .

. ,.Corcitlarki 'Colleges must'be.sensitive to population .

shifts in gepgraphid location. P4ogramS and
servtcem shauld follow the people. ,

,

9. Kork: Work will become more specialized in

technology-intensive. services society. Work'will

be largely white collar, Individuals who cgnnot '

particlpate in processing information are more'likely.
s

to be unemployed, The work ethic5rill weaken in
%s

areas %There there may not be enough traditional work

for everyone who can work and wants Wwork. Licensed

brofeSsionals will be required to demonstrate'

continued professional competence in order to Practice.

.Corollary; As technological development increases,
-.a large variety of specializations are spawnea. TOSS

gain access there will liave to.be a large variety of
training and education programs. Two-year colleges
-should conduct needs assessmebts'op a regular basli
and update curriculums 'accordingly,

10, Lifestyle: .Shifting lifestyles Will result in a

much great,er rate of inCrease in households compared

to the growth.in population. The use of birth control

the tendency to remain §ingle longer and to have,

fewer childrennper family, the effects of the feminist

philosophy, and the consequences of more women going

-8=



into the work force are affecting the lifestyles of

individuals and the traditiong-1 role of the family.
s/

4
. These trends will intensify with gillater mobility, ,

, personal freedom,ba0 equality of the sexes in
1

employment., The change-from a value system based on
.4t

security and tradition teilige based.oh freedom and
.11

opportunity,will furtiler fractionate the family,,\.

permitting a proliferation-in-lifestyles which will

'result in a highly pluralistic-iociety.

.Corollary: Two-ye.u;' colleges must be sensitive to
educational iMplications associated with changes in
lifestyles.by providing relevant Course and (Program'
?fferings. Flexibility in offerings and schedules
will become more important.

11. Women: The femillist movement will 59htinue to expand.

4

and extend to all aspects of American society.

pmployment Participation rh(tetil" of women will rise

-from aroundA3 percent at present to 50 percent in

1985: Participation in.the Professions will progress,

and the proportion of women in management positions

will grow, but .at a slower rate. The emerging.ecOnomic

era wilI enable women as well as men to partitiphte,

gince the emphasis will be on crwAtivity and innova-

tion. Women's role will also expand in political '
,

affairs and will occupy more and more of the elective
vv,

and appointive offices of governments.

.Corollary: Two-year colleges need to pay special
attention to the educational and trailling needs of
women:

-9-
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12. Participation: Propensity towarp partidipation in

t
..

development of policy will inCrease in both the.
4

public aild private sector as more people Are bettee..

educated. The'trend is Vom representa'tive.to
A .P'

4 paKticipatotry.demper'acy. Panticipat:idA is a rea,ction

to bureaucracy and a revolt against authorik fiánism.

Elitism,is but;. ege1itariahism is in, 1

.Corollary:. Two-year colleges should be prepared to
provide training in human relations skills and May
want to consider practir01 courses in policy
development, parliamentary proceduref politicst etc.
Added emphasis oOdevelopment of active student #

-organizations would complement classroom instruction
by providing opportunities, for participation.
Administrators in two-year colleges must also be
prepared to practice participatory'decision making
with increased involvemene cOming from all aspedts
of.the college community.

VA 1 was.

In many respects, planning can be.viewed as an exercige

in instistutional value's clarification. Values held by 4

, individuals infltiencing and making policy shape the nature of
1

the institution. Determining shifts in Iflues is more

complex than identifying and analyzing societal trends.

Osman emphasizes that institutions of higher

education will only be able t plan for their.future if the
,

, planners are able to unravel the dynamic,energies of sbcietal

values,-to anticipate the directions of indiVidual or.

1. Resource Center for Planned Change, A Futures Creatin9
Paradipt: A Guide to Long-Ran9e fi0419 from' the
Future for the FutUre-TRashington, D.C.: American '

AssocIation of State Colleges and Universities, l978),
pp. '5-12.
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aombined values, And o estipAte the-relative strength of
A

diffel'ing value sinifts, He indicates that colleges must-
.

1 l

recognize and adjust to inevitable,changes aa well as trqnslate
,

A

the values taking shape in the country, re,ion, and the college into
14.

'

_ .

relevsant _programs,
2

,

0 0

f ' Twelve value. shifts. have been identified as being ,,

..

. petrticularly releVant to instrtutional.Planning. These

f

value shifts and their definitions, as identilittd by Osman,

are;

1. Change -- an anticipated shift in attitude from

the desile to preserve the stattis qUo and the more

traditional values toward an acceptance of the

i inevitability of change and a willingness to adapt

to the new forces that pervade, This attitude may

inclutTE-TW7d-e-145-0-tateifeiie-riffon 1O-f the-Change- in

ordek to 4reate economic growth, social development,

or bther desirable forces.

Freedom -- a shift from a personal compliance with

political and .cultural restraints toward conditions

of true personal freedom, This .shift allows all

people to find within themselves the abp.ity to

participate in or direct the determination of their.

individual fuLre,

3. Equalfix -- a sheift from an inequitable social

situation for,many of our people to a more
. .

. "
2. , p.,11)

f

i
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,

;

J.

4 t

egalitarian society in socioeconomic terms, a

moVe ;hat emphasize's social justice and offers

equality in terms of oppdrtunity as well as results., 1

4, Leisure -- a shifting approach to non-worXing or

lelsure time from today's concept that not workang

means free ?Ole toward regarding leisure as a

purposive way gf self-fulfillment,

'5. Foresight -- a shift in emphasis from the immediate

and the empirical toward anticipatory planning and

research and real interest in the future.

6. 'Pluralism a'shift in gl6bal, national, regional,

4 -and institutional attitudes from the need440 appear

uniform and function within accepted homogeneous,

rules.of behavior toward developinv 'diverse patterns
. .

for individual lifestyles.

Localism -- 'a shift from dependence upon central

government to a,reliance' upon state and local

government, This includes citi4 participation 641,97-.

a local lpvel including, among other aieits, develop-

Inent of public policies and iniciation of- legiilation

to, implement ;these policies, ,

8, Responbibility ,-- a shift from indifference and 1 c

1/,

o a sehae1/4of repponsibility in civic affairs

W
,

,

..* towird'a higher sense of individual and public.
)

responsibility for others,

.



.#0

9. .Knowledge -- a v'alue area that will shift from a

1 10' linear approach to problem solving towat'd ah inter-

4 I.

disciplinary:methodology and total-systems approach.

ld. Quality -- a shift from current aspects of- life .and

:work that signal satisfaction of material and

quantitative wanti toward greater concern for a

spiritual And qualitative perspective.

11: Goals (or ends) -r a shift from today's concern with

the means towaVapan overall concern for the ends.
!

;This new approach will underline the transition from,

the semi-stationary state of today's society toward a

society where change iS Accelerated ariA embedded in

the-fabric of life.

, 12. Interdependence -- a shift in nineteenth and midpoint
.... . .

twentieth century thinking' that independence is a prime

achievement for humans or nations.toward the belief that

interdependence is crucial and desirable.
3

. Osman cautions that the values describ,ed are to be

used for purposes of initiating discussions, and that valud

statements to be ultimately utilized-in Planning should

refiect careful and con'sidered j.udgements on the part of

planners.

Corollaries are not presented for the value shifts.

Planners should develop a process within the institution

to identify value shifts and study the'consequen6es of such

shifts.

3. -Ibid., pp. 20-33.

-
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Societal trends and value shifts have' converged to create

a complex operating framework for ,the 1980s which will:
*

virtually dictate thAt'every institution have a'responsiVe

16"plapning systbm.

A Case For Aastitution41 Planning

Historically, plianning in most institutions could.be

characterized as ad hoc, informal, authoritative, short-range,

and expansionary., Planning was often viewed as an added

burden to an overloaded administrator and rsulfed in casual',

often haphazard, approaches to 'decidin6 which new programs

to initiate and what percent various budget items should be

increased on an "across-the-board" basis.

. _ __La _recent_years4....institutiQhal _Planking. ha §_eyOlved as

an essential administrative process which can be

characterized as comprehensive, dynamic, systematic,-long-ran4e,

and continuous._ The approach has shifted to being more

information-baged and less.intuitive. Ellison succinctly

states the case for indtitutional planning;

we

There is no choice but to plan. There may hai're been-, in
the early yeats of the community college movement --
the decades of the 50s and 60s -- but today public
skepticisim and evermore scarce resources malce strategic
planning a question of institutional,survival. Particularly
in public community colleges that liave somewhat insulated
themselves from.market forces, failure to plan now for the .,.
%pertain futuYe can mean slow but certain decline. So
tffe question facing all4administrators in higher education
is not whether butahow,

1

4. N. Ellison,%trategic Planning," CoMmunity Junior
College Journ TSeptember, 1977) pip, 32-35,',

-14-
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Robinson recently addressed this issue in wriAing an

epiiogue fot a planning handhok preipared'by the National

.Center-for Higher Educatign Management. Systems.. He.states

his case "for planning:. Olt

Whatever we dd, wheAr we plan or do-not plan, there
will be a future. The determination of that future ray
be left to external factors oVtr which the participants
in the,institütion have-no control, or to random factors-
over which members may exercise some influence or neglect.
Alternatively, the future also may be-determined by assess-
ing probable external conditions and their relative
donsequences for the institution and then trying to do
better tharf chance would predict in influencing-the in-
ternal factors that affect the future.5

Robins-on views institutional planning as an opportunity\

for ihe constituencies of a college to form and share a common

map of -th'e institution's present status, probable resources,

and alternatre futures. He raises the question: Can a %

planAng process shap the future of its participonts'

preferences His pos tion is not only yes, but that even if

the process fails, part
. 4

ipants would rather be parties to

causing the Olipwreck than ur4ntrolling factors in disasters.

MacKenzie states that good results without planning cpme

' from good luck, not good nianuelipp. With the challenges

facing the educational manager in the decade ahead, both

good planning and good luck may be necessary!' 6 Groff, in a.

speech to the Society for College and University Planning',

3.7 A. J. Robinson, Epilogue for Kieft&Rtl.klijAPTItiot
_

Bucklewl W. S. (1(30..44, Colorado: NCHEMS', 978)e
pp. 77-83.

6. R. A. MacKenzie, Managing Time, The Executilre's Most Critical
Resource. i'ape 1 (New York: Advanca Management 4

Research International, 1972),4p. 2.

-1u
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stated that the extent to which p college meets the challenge

of being responsible to societal needs is a function, for the

most part, of its-sophistication in planning.
7

Henderson sums it up-well. He states:
, /

Planning is here to stay. We can use it to our
advantage, or we can let others use or misuse- it to'

our disAdvantage. As the public becomes increasingly
concerned about the educational enterprise, we have an
opportunity now, through effective, clearly defined
planning, to help restore confidence in education -
in what we are doing - as we continue to increase in
size and complexity, we have an opportunity now,
through effective planning to increase our capacity to
make intelligent decisions. Through.effective planning
we' can untie our hands from administrative minutiae and
concentrate our efforts on the educatidhal process.
The choice is ours,8-

Institutional planning should be viewed as an adaptive

process designed to enhance institutional develdpillent and self;-

% determination. In the past, development implied growth.

4

Planning focused on planning for more programs.. In the future,

development is anticipated to be more qualitative and will be

peasured by the responsiveness of the institution to changing

conditions.

Cab institutional planning enhance self-control? Cleland

and King answer thisquestion pointedly. They indicate that

o ignore planning is to make oneself'the 'victim of the

77 W. H. Graf, 4 CoMpFehensive Academic Planning' Process

for Techni,c'al Education. Paper presented at the 13th
AnnUal International Coriferetnce of the Society for
College and University Planning, August 1978';

8. L..G. Henderson, A Plan for Planning for a State Community
College System (Tallahasgee, Florida: Department ot
Higher Education, Florida State University, June 1973),

'p. 9.

-16-



planning.of other19

Governance of the two-year colleges is emerging di a

major issue iliphe 1980s. Statvloards are feeling increased

pressure from ipolicY makers to account .fdr expenditures,

avoid unwarranted duplication, and operate efficiently. Such

pressures wilklikely resdlt in more planning decisions being

milde at the ftete level if institutions fail to respond to

changing conditions. Comprehensive instktutional planning should

facilitate articulation and coordination with 'state agencies

on a proactive basis, Such an &pproach should enhance

institutional self-determination and preserve institutional

autonoulY.

Planning Definitions

This paper uses many key words and conceps which have

meanings specific to the realm of educational planning.

F:ollowing is a list of deginitions of these terms as they are

used thi-oughout this document.

.Comprehensive That characteristic of a notnt orview

which strives for a maximum of inclusiveness, so that,the

whole picture rather than scattered or isolatedsseglilents is
,

in view.
A

Comprehensivet Planning - A formal system for integrating

long-range acadeMic, adminisira4ve, financi0., and facilities
. 4

planning for.thetotal college and its principal coMponents.
4 #

IT D. I. Cleland and W. R. King0"Devel4ing A Planning
Culture for More Effective Strategic Planning,.
Long Range Planning (1074), p. 71. 44

Cl
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Evaluation - The process of 'assessing the actual

performance of the institution in terms of the goals .and

objectives derived fgom the planning process,

Goal - A desired future state otr condition which, if
,1

attained, will contribute to the achievement of the

institutional mission.

Management - The, administrative processes and techniques

which are used to echieve the-institutibnal goals and

Objectiv,es qerived from the planning process,
*

NeedslAssessment - The process of delineating, obtaining,

and providing debision makers fnformation on the institution

and its environment to inform planning decisions.

212i221i-Ve. -4, desired future state or conaition

attained, will contribute to theachievement of oAe or More

institutional goals. Objectives are,subordinate to goals and

are more narrow, concr'ete, specific, and subject to measure-
s

Mdnt. The achievement of a goal will normally require the

attAinment oC.several specific objectives,.,,

Operational Planning - The process of developing action

plans 'at each organizationa level. Operiftonal plans are

derived from and are developed within the context of the

strategic plap.

A wrttten document or docUments.setting forth

the goals and objectives of the institutioq and specifying

programs and coutses of aCtion designed to acNieve them:

Plans may include background4nformation on the institution;,

e`



mission and scope;tgoals and. objectives; planning assumptions;

policies and procedures for planning; description of programa;

long-range projections of enrollments,,resource requirements,

capital and operating budgets, etc,

Planning - An ongoinTprocess by which.an institution

assiessei its environMent, changes or reaffirm; its mission,

establishes ,derivative goals and objectives, -and then designs

programs'and coUrses of action to implement th4m. ,

Strategic Planning - The process of determining institutional

ditection and focus.

-19-
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CHAPTER IT

TNSTITU TO L PLANNING: gTATE OF TUE ART

This chapter includes an overview of 1iterature.found to

be of value for conceptulizating nd developing a cIMprehensive
0.

institutiona planning system. This review, encompasses both
10.

literature on planning theory and literature having specific

.
application and reference to planning in 'the two-year college.

The Theorists' Contributions

Einsweiler5presented a comparative analysis of planning

theorists' contributions.
1 These theories reflect different

,

\views on the appropriateness of ratidnal Versus intui.,tive

approaches, holistic versus partial analysis, qualitative versus

quantitative measures, and linear versus non-linear,processes:

Figure 1 compares the.theorists' positions on planning.

EAirly theories of organization as advocated by Taylor, .Fayol,

and Weber would,fall on the left end of the continuuM.
2

4
"a"7ErriiWiTI-ir, "Competencies for Planning," a paper
submitted to the National Center.foi Research in
Vocational Education (Columbus, Ohio: ,Ohio State
University, December, 1978),

2 F. E. Taylor, Scientifif Management (New York: Harper and'

Law, 1911)v H. Fayo Oenera3 apd Industrtal Manigement
(New York: Pitman, 1949T; hnd 14. Weber, 'The Theory of

Social and Economic Organizatiori, A. M. Henderson and
T. Parsons. (New YOrit eds., Free Press, 196).

ie

-21-
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A

2. Holistic
Analysis

3. Quantitative
Approach

4. High Data
Requirements

1. Intuitive
Planning

2. Partial
Analysis

3. Qualitative
Approach

4. Low Data
Requirements

Standard
training of
most planners

Provinee-of- many egonomists .
political scientists,
schools of policy snalysis

.

Training of most sYstems analysts
end operations researchers .

--'Provinco
of many
sociologists
and social
anthrqpologists.
studying .
'movements''

figure 1. Comparison of Planning Theories'

Adaptation of table 1 (P. 3) from Eintnkeiler

11:
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'These theorists viewed planning as sequential, steps.of goal

setting, identying alternative courses of action, and selecting

the beat alternative based on efficiency criteria. Planningwas

viewed as a linear process. Systems analysts and operations

researchers are the strongest proponents.of models based on ;

these thebries. Einsweiler indiCated that in actual practice,

application, can be utilized only for simple situaEions.because

of'the number of akternatives and data requirements.
4

Simon pointed out the weaknesses of the classical model

when applied to complex decision'settings.
3 Weaknesses

identified were as follows: (1) inability to acquire all

facts, (2) limited resources, and (3) difficulty in'distin-

guishing between facts and valtles. According to Einsweiler,

Simon-retakned the- baaksof-'_economic. man.s_' but

described this mire limIted approach as 'bounded

rationality.' In simplified terms the goals/
strategies wOrk is cohbined. The focus is on
workable strategies Chosen intuitively as well
as analytically. 'Then the options are compafed
as to positive and negative consequences. Rather

than optimizing, Simon's decision maker satisfies.
Rather than searching for the sharpest needle in the
haystack, he searches for the bne sharp enough.to 'sew

with.

Simon's work made an earlyfimprint on private or
corporate planning and more recently on the' field

known as poliqyomalysis.4

Lindblom, tf the xight of Simon on the continuum, focused

on.marginal concepts in.planning or decision making ,and combined

L A. V. Simone:Administrative Behavior. (New York: Free

Press, 1965).

4. hinsweil+, p. 4.
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ends and means in the decisioh making process. He sought can-,

currence on policies or action plans. He.advocate0 disjointed'

incremehtal steps towqrd goals rather than grand schemes. His

approach Ifas been described as "muddling thrOugh." Critics of

Lindblom's approach describe it as backing or stumbling'into
5

the futu-re.-.

Michael advocates a non-:linear model in:which planhing

is viewed as a social learning process for mbre enlightened

.public action. As he puts it:

We'ihall'have to extend the societal learning
. process to learn as a society how to learn in the

situation that pakes long-range social planhing
negessary. But, much more so than in the pait,
we/shall ha(re to be,self-cbnsciously comMitted
to_the, leaXnfng proPeess and to the learning
experiences as such.

Michael's belief Ls that peoPle working in organizations,

k and in the social and hatural environment linked to them4, need

to find it rewarding to learn how to

1. live with and acknowledge, great uncertainty:

2. embrace error;

%.

3. seek and 'accept the ethical responsibility and the
conflidt laden interpersonal circumstance& that
attend goal setting;

4. 'evaluate the Present in light of.anticipated fututes;

5. ave with role stress alvd forego the satisfactions
of stable, on-the-job,- social group relationships

1

C. 11. tindEIOETThe Intelli ence of Democrac : Decision
Making Throug utua A. ustment ew YoiFTWAT"-
tress, 1§6S)

6. D. N. Michael, On Learning to Plan'and Planning td Leatn
(Sah Prancisco: Tossey bass, 19731, p. 83.



6. Be open to changes in the commitments and direction,
as suggested by changes in the conjectured pictures
bf the future and evaluation of on-going activities.7

Goodlad presents a comprehiotrsive model of educational change.

Although Goodlad studied primari and serCleWdary schools, many of
4,1

his ideas seem applidable to institutional planning in two-year

colleqes. His centrar thesis is that institutions,,under

certain conditions, can become more vital than they currently

are and that 'most of,the change must be effected by those who

work and live0 in them each day. He sees as a'necessary condition

.
for change a productivg tension between the institution wanting

a bet:ter condition for itself (an inner-orientation toward

change) and an outside entity whose self-interests are(served"

by assisting in the.process (an outer-Orientation toward

' change). The self-interests of the two par6.es, although

4

different, have something to give,and to gain from each other,

Recognizing the obstacle of the human tendency to want .

stability in all things, particulaxly in most aspects of the

educational enterprise, Goodlad successfully tested a change

strategyAn elementary schools based on his thesis. The

process utilized was-referred to as the "Dialogue, Decision,

Action, Evaluation (DDAE) Model." The lesson learned was,that

external change agents, instead of trying to insert something,

( into the institution's culture/first should help that culture

develop an awareness of,and a responsiveness to/itself.

7. Ibid., pp. 218-282.

C)

8. J. I. Goodlad, The-Dynamics of Educational Chan§e (New York:
McGraw Hill", 1975).

-
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Then, assuMing productive tension exists, the institution is

in a.position.to pursue a.self-renewing process. Goodlad's

model is reinforced by giseley WhOm Goodlad cites as follows:

In terms of human evolution, there are two ways
of looking at,the process, and both of them to,
some degree, are represented among scientists
today. There is one view which is inclined tO
say that the only way in which life alters or
changes is when change is forced.upon it...

But there is another point of view, which. is

that in life itself there'is a centrAfugal
dynamism of sorts, not just in man but in all
living creatures. It does not wait upon its
environment; instead, it intrudes farther and
farther.into it, experimenting on its own.9

Goodlad found a way to trigger this-centrifugal dynamism

in the schools through the DIME process. To help the reader

--Uhdertand óhange-hiod-61§-,-Goodlad adVeltipiAhe-ilotion of(!p

ecologicalimOdèl of education functioning withirl an.ecosystem:

He.states:

I have in mind an ecological community in which
both living and non-living things constitute a
system and interact Kithin it. In this conception,
man is part of, not master or conqueror of, the
environment. Things and sets of things, individuils
and groups of people and the kelationships among
all the'se are seen as one, a unified whole. In
this conception, there is nobody on the outside
trying to do something to somedne on the inside.
All are part of t4e same systematic whole or

'ecosystem. , Every person and every thing has
consequences for all other Persons and things.
Nothing is inconsequential. Individuality and
unkqueness exist, but function, and ,ar,e under- -

stood in relatkon to the whole and to other parts
of the whole:"

9. Ibid., P. 171.

10. Ibid., p. 205.
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Goodlatl suggested that a great deal can be learned about

an institution, by studying it as'an ecosystem,within which.

relations to other parts of the larger ecosystem can be inferred.
1

This forces the viewer'to go beyond linear ways of perceiving

relationships and to recognize the inter-ponnected and_dynamic

nature of the system. Such ecological thinking embrAces the

whole -- the impact of students pn instructors (aS well as the :

reverse), the impact of instructors on instructors, the:use o

resources, and the relationship among all of these: The ecol4ical

model encompasses the trafiitionll linear change models and the

responsive model (DDAE approach described earlier) but,goes.

beyond.

He indicated that whereas the linear models..(input-outpu6,

end-means) are oriented to th4" present '(what'works) and the`

responsive model to the present and futl;re (where we are and

what we might become); the ecological model seeks-constantly bo

keep past, ,preseht, antl'future in perspective. The ma.jox use.

of an ecological modelof 'educafion is 'todevelop:an awareness

and accompanying sense of identity eurforighose. whoA5ccupy the .

.

ecosystem. He siates: i ,
I .

a
4.

If we are to giin SOme rerisonable:measure of:..
control over,change, we must think ift e'663.ogial ..

terms/regarding out lives and institutt6s. ..

The Ovelopment of such thinking is anappropriate
central educatiohal activity.. But this'is not

sufficient. Social_aeinning and social eng4neering,
too, must be guided-by an ecological perspective,

q'with the awarness'of the interrelftedness c4

things) peopler'ind institutions." i

, p. -27f5:
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Margaret Mead'states succinctly what is required in

addressing the problems of the modern faMily (cited by Goodlad

to emphasize the point): ,

In the 30's, medicine reduced a patient to an
organ. jf a patient had kidney trouble, that's
what we treated. TWenty years'later we remembered
that a patient was more than a kidney . . . we
remembered that he had a heart, a brain, and we
began treating the whole p4tient,

It took another ten years to get thevatient
back in the f4mily, then the family back into
the community. NOw ye must put the community
back in the nation and the nation back/in the
world. You can't save thn family all by itself.12,

Goodlad suggests,we can't save an eduCational'institution

all by itself, either. It is not a self-contained entity

with all the ingredients for a full self-renewing culture.. We.

must look beyond the institution and study the ecdsystem as well

as look inside the institution to understand its sense of being.

'this perspeCtive certainly suggests a broad, dynamic context

with many implications for educational planning,

Changes in Planning

The previpus analysis of planning and change theory provides a

.framework for considering past and current planning practices.

In an extensive computer'search of the literature, over 250

doquments, that pertained to planning at the postsecondary level

were iden4fied. Much .of this literature pertaining to twd-,

year colleges described master plans, that focused primarily on

facility requireMents. Only in the most recent literature was

comprehensive institutional planning mentioned..% The mmthesis

IT- Ibid., p. 214.
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of this diterature whicE follows tracds the evolution of

institutional planning, assesses the cu rent state Of the art,

and identifies some iMpO'rstant trends and problems. The findings

'should provide direction,to administrators interested in improvin

the planning process within their institutions.

The Role of Planning

"

Planning isviewed,as.,a necessary but not sufficient

r

condition forinstitutional success. Plans must be impkemented

in an efficient and effective manner. Planning can

1. provide information and insight to help decision makers

6 determine institutiontl direction (ends);

2. provide information and insight to help the institution

* determine the most appropriate prograMs and processes

-to best obtain its ends; and

3. provide a frameworR for organizing, directing, and

controlling the activities of the institution toward

its ends.

Historical Development

In.the past, planning has occurred on an informal,

fragmented, ana14$paugionary basis. While the need tor more

formal comprehensive planning systeMs,seems self-evident, onlg

recently have administrators given serious attention to compre-

hensive institutional planning. -

Until the late 70g, planning in two-year colleges, was

li,Mited primarily to facility planning,and curriculum planning,e1.

i'141P 911. klit 4 latt,

-29-
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5
Freeman, 13 Kieft,14 and McManis and 1-Iarvey,

1 indicated that

these two activities were usually carried out separately, not

recognizing the link that shouldexist between academic programs

and the physical environment within which they. are conducted.

Freeman states:

Physicql.plarit planning was typically considered
to be the province of presidents, trustees, and
donors, while academic planning was the responsibility
of provosts, 'deans, and faculties. Many campuses

.
bear dramatic testimony to the fact that, in
university architecture, form,was more likely to
follow the 'edifice complex' of presidents and
donors than academic function. Academic planning
usually followed their special interests and expert.iSe,
rather than the educational needs of soclety. 16 46.

'Unprecedented growth and availability of required financial

res6urcea in the 1960s and early 70s offered little incentive

or opportunity for administrators'to plari Comprehensively for t
$ t!

the futtire. In the late. 1970s, however, enrollments began to

. level off or deCline and plirse strings were tighteribd. Legislative

bodies began tO exprey considerable interest ir how educational

appropriations were managed and insisted on greater accountability.

13. J. E. Freeman, "Comprehensive Planning in,Higher Education,"
New Directions for Higher Education (Autumn 1977),
pp. 33-52.

14. R. N. Kieft, Academic Planning:' Eour Institutional Case
Studies (National Centen for Higher Education Manage-

.,
ment Systems (NCHEMS), (Colorado4 1978).

15. G. L. McManis and L. J. Harvey, Plannina_Management and
'Evaluation Systems in.Higher Education (Littleton,

Colorado: Ireland,Educational Corporation, 1978).

16. Freeman, p. 35.
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Planning then started to become imperative. Boulding expressed

the need for planning:

The manager of a declining institution is required

to think of moie things that haven't beell thought

of. In a growing institution, mistakes are easily

corrvcted; .in a declining institution, they are

not.1/

Smith and Anderson noted:

The planning function' during periods of grOwth

in higher education is different from planning

during periods of stability or deCline: rn the

.former situation, a milor question is how to

corner more resourceslibt the long run. In the

latter case, the queition becomfs one of how.to

reallocate existing resources.lu

A relatively new concern to postsecondary education is

the aspect of change centgred on the reallocation of the existing

resource base within the institution. /Kieft states:

The deceleration of income growth, federally man-

dated compliance acts, escalating energy Costs,

rising tenure ratios, and collective bargaining

pressures are among the farces that have decimated

managerial flexibility and left many institUtions

with reallocation as their only way of implement-

ing change.1

1.12H_822I21191Lts

Institutional leaders are now giving muCh more serious

thought and attention to comprehensive institutional planning.

New administratkve approaches have emerged. Many of these

17. K. E. Boulding, Mangement.of Decline" A.G. . Reports

17 (1975) pp, 4-8,

18. R. D. Smith and J.J. An rson, "Rational Crisis.Planning

in Higher Edubation. From A. C. Heinlein, Decision

Models in Academic A ministration (Kent,,Ohio: Kent

State University Pre p, 19731, p. Al."

19. Kieft,
4



approaches are technicallyvoriented and have their roots

in the planning-programming-budgeting system (P.PBSI which

originated in the Department of Defense in'the late 1960s. Basic

concepts 'upon which PPBS karts foUnded included operations research,

cost-benefit analysis, and economic planning theory.,'

.Farmer defined PPAS as follow:

-A- system for (1) planning 7 the_ selecion and
identification of.the overall long-range objectives
of the organization and the systematic analysis of
va'rious courses of action in terms of relativeCosts
and benefits, (2) programming -- deciding on the
specific courses of action to be followed in carry-
ing out planning decisions, and (3) budgeting --
translating planning and proqramming drisions into
specific financial plans.40

Many educational players were attracted to PPBS. It was

viewed as a logical step-by-step procedure for Tecognizing mani

of the forces impinging on institutional decisions. While some

administrators identify the postiveoutcomes of PPBS, by and

large the experience in postsecondary education has been dis-

appointing when PPBS is viewed as "the" central administrative

tool. Weathersbimind Balderston roncluded that PPBS had only

limited success at the. University of.California because of its

complexity, cost, inadequate measures of effettiveneas, and lack

of acceptance by gaculties and administration. They suggested

.policy analysis as a better approach to comprehensive planning.

20. J. Farmer, Why Planning Programming and Budgeting Syster

for High& Education? (Boulder, Colorado: Wes rir

Interstate Commiiaion for Higher Education, 19

J
21. F. E. Balderston and G. B. Weathersby, "PPBS in Higher

Education Planningaml Management," Higher Education

3 (1972) pp. 324-345.
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Planning then started 'to become imperative. Boulding expressed

the need fOr planning:

,The Manager of a decliningt institution is required

to think of more things that haven't Veen thought

of. In a growing institution, mistakes are easily

corry2tedtlin a declining institution, they are

not.i/ 0

Smith and Anderson noted:

The planning function during periods of growth

in higher education is different from planning

during periods of stability or declihe. In the

former situation, a major quefition is how to

corner more resources for the long run. In the

latter case, the question ilecom9s one of how to

reallocate ex*stildig resources.10, p
1

A relatively new concern to postsecondary education is

the aspect of change centered em the reallocation of the existirg

resource base within the institution. Kieft states:

The deceleration of income growth, federally Man-

dated compliance acts, escalating energy costs,

rising tenure ratios, and collective bar4aining

pressures are among the forcee'that have decimated

managerial flexibility,and left many institutions

With reallocktion as theit only way of implement-

ing phange.'

11.217._P2PLE2..41S12..ts

r

Ivstitutional leaders,are mow giving muah more.serious

thought -and.,attentionjo comprehensive institutional planning:

New adiiihistrative approaches have emerged. Many, of these

1T. K. E. Boulding, "The_Mangement of Decline" A.G.B. Reports

- 17 A1975) pp. 4-8.
e

18. R. D. Smith and J. J. Anderson, "Rational Crisis Planning

in Higher Education." Frbm A. C. Heinlein, Decision'

Models.in Academic Administration, (Icrit, Ohio: Kent

State University Pr4ss, 1973), p. 41.

19. Kieft,. p. 31.-

4
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approaches are technically oriented and have,their Foots

in the planning\ -mogramming-budgeting system (PPBS1 which

originated in the Department of Defense in the late 1960s. Basic

concepts upon which PPBS was founded included operations research,

cost-benefit analysis, and economic planning,theory.

Farmer defined PPBS as follows: ,

A system _for (1) planning -- the selection and
identification of the overall long-range objectives
of the organization and the systematic analysis of
various courses of action in terms of relative costs
and benefits, '(2) programming -- deciding on the
specific courses of action to be followed in carry-
ing out planning decisionS, and (3) budgeting
translating planning and progrAmMing decisions into
specific financial plans.a

Many educational planners were attracted to PPBS. It was

viewed as a logical step-by-step procecTure for recognizing' many

of the forces impinging on institutional deciSions. While some
+

administrators identify the postive outcomes of PPBS, by and

large the experience in postsecondary education has been dis-'

appointing when PPBS is viewed as "theh central administrative

.tool. Weathersby hnd Balderston concluded that PPV had only

limited success at the University of California because Of its

complexity, cost, inadequate measures of effectiveness, and lack

of acceptance by faculties and administration. .They, suggested

policy analysis as A bettel- approach to comprehensive planning.
21

20. J. Farmer, Why Plannipg_Programming and Budgeting Systems
for Higher Ed4cation? (Boulder, Colorado: Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Educatiop, 1970), P. 3%s

.

21. F. E. Balderston and G. B. Weathertby, 'iPPBS in Higher

.
Education Planning and Management," Hi.gher Education

Or 3 (1972) pp. 324-345. ..

A
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This.approach attempts to combine some of the tools of SPBS

with TOre pragmatic and less complex plarining and decision

processes. Many other planning syst.eM's are evolving that have

their roots in concepts of PPBS. 1

The initial experimentation with PPBS,has stimulated a

variety of conceptual approaches to planning. Freeman indicated

that despite the_widespread intereqt in inAitutional planning,

there has been no systematic stUdy,of the charascteristies -and

effectiveness of comprehensive planning systems. Thus "iftstitutions

just beginning *develop planning Processes have had little

4npirical experience on which to'rely for gui1ance."
22

Recent Planning Trends

Studies describing the extent, nature, and effectivengss of

fnstitutional planning practices in two-year colleges was not

found in the,literature. Howevert Reid itated that:'

Among community colleges,,ICuyahoga Community

'College Distrigt (Ohio), Maricopa County Community

College District (Arizona), and Dallas County

Community College District (Texas) have

'established positions of leadership by virtue of

their systematic planning efforts. Each is a"

large multi-campus diStrict. Strategic planning

among small singl T. campus college districts is

lesh spectaCu1ar.43

A study conducted.in 1976 at the University of Pittsburgh

on planningat major universities revealed trends that may offer

inSight and understanding to the'nature of planning in the two-

1(

year colleges. The results of the Pittsburgh study as*pres ted
,

by Freeman are summarized as follows:

-22: Freeman, p. 40.

S.

23. A. E. Reid, Plannine or the Second D cade 1977-1988,1Ed.

149829, ERIC Document Reproduction Serv ce , Bergen

,Communit9. College: Paramus, New Jersey, 1978), p. 8.

.
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l. jnterest in comprehensive planning is growing. Most

planning systems have been developed in the last five'
k I

/1
-years.

2. Planning processes tend to be centrally controlled'.

The president usually has played a leading role in'

inifiating and controlling planning.

3. Pl-anning processes tend 'to be -hIghly .structured.

There is a clear trend toward the development of more

formal structures.

4. Planning is,dominated by resource conWerations.

Resource considerations focus on such management concerns

as enrollments, budgets, staffing requirements, space

needs, and program outputb. Planners tend t6-lundertake

quantitative analyses of institutional resources and

the cost of academic prOgrams, 'rather, than qualitative

evaluations of programs.

5. Planning systems rely heavily on data collection and

analysis: There has been a marked emphasis on the

development of more sophisticited management information
3

systems and.analytical models to provide the 421ta

necessary to support planning: The,expense of-such
4

dfforts, however, is forcing institutions to define
,t

their information needs_ more:clearly and to design

less costly ways of collecting, storing, retrieving, and

analyzing data.

.6. Trustees,.faculty members, and students are demanding
6

greater participation. ,FaCulty and student participation'

-34 -
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has been,more apparent than real. Trustees, who

ttaditionaIly have confined their interests to financial

matters, are beginning to express mare interest in

academic affairs ail costs increase, as demands for

accountability become more vocal, and as faculties

and students begin to demand a'greaVer voice in non-

academic and governance matters.,

7. The influence of external'agencies is growing. Growing

demands by federal agencies, state coordinating boards,

legislaturesl'and other ptiblic bOdies.for greater

accountability have 'accelerated the development of

management information systems.: Federal fild-state

agenaies, by:controlling the funding of public

institutions and financial aid programs, are in a.

position to affect not only the amount of educational

activity but also its directiOn and ertiphasis: In some

cases, these.external forces have generated merely

cosMetic reactions, In other cases,'external agencies

have contiibuted positively to the development of

planning processes that can significantly improve,

institutional management. Occasionally, their infCe:ce

has had a more negative.impact by threatening institutional

auto/40y and independence. It seems probable tfiat, as

resources become tighter; the infltience of external

agenCies will continue to grow.

24... Freeman, TF-16:117---

ri`ati
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Conceptual approaches to planning vary widely. Freeman

noted that: "Institutional planning clearlIP is in en evolutionarV--

some would say experimental-rstage of development. Inter-

change among institutions has been limited,.and most planning

systems have been self-designated".25 He indicated that this has

lead sometimes- to false- -starts frustrations and f ailures.

calls for better ways to excheihge information and eximriences

about institutional planning and to identify principles that

can be applied in different institutional settings so that

effective approaches can be replicated and processes that prove

unproductive are not -repeateA.

The planning literature on two-year-colleges

echoed,the findings of the Pittsburgh study. The

exceptions might be in the degree of structure in the planning

process (3 above), and in sophistication of pita orientation

and analysis (5 hbove). Because universities operate on a

larger scale and have access to more specialists,and data./

processin4 capability, their planning' systems tend to be'

more structured and data-base,a.

1.2120k..UjI2Plems

Postsecondary institutions Which have developed.or are in the
I .

%process of developing comprehensive rnsititutional planning systems

have encountered several problemk. Some of these are reflected in

the trends identified above. The Pittsburgh study reported by

Freeman identified seven problem areas. Kieft, McManis and,

.18
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' Reid identified siTilar problems.. Pladlinq problems As outlir;pa

by Freeman are:

, 1. 'Inadequate conceptual framework. There appears.to be

. little theoretical underpinning for comprehensive.

planning.

.c.

2. .Lack of coordination. A frequent problem was failure

to coordihate the planning and budgeting processes.

3' Financial uncertainty versus institutional rigidity. Pilblic

institutions are especially vulnerable to shifts in

funding patterns, manpower requirements, student

interests, and'the public policies affecting higher education.

The best laid plans can be rendered obsolete by changes

iirthe external environment. Plans and planning

processes must be flexib and adaptive to contingencies..

The creation of a flexib lanning system that can

anticipate changes in enrollment and funding patterns

in the, long-run:can permit the institution to adjust

its programs and pattern of expenditure far enough in

-advance.to take advantage of attrition and other targets

bf opportunity. Otherwise, drastic adjustments may-have

tp be made in the short-run that can adversely affect

the gualitx-of academic programs.

4. 'Inadequate informatOn to support planning. Freeman

indicates that most Jnstitutions produce a great deal

off.data, but it is often of doubtful relAability and

iarely in a form that meets planning ana management needs.
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5. Resistance to planning. Some administrators and faculty

resist ppnming because of fear of losing autonomy,

lack of confidence in the management approach to

institutional planning, inexperience in dealing with

planning issues, and excessive time, effo t, and money '

required. To alleviate, this doncern, planners should

clarify that planning is never to be used to substitute

administrative for Academic judgments, but is to provide

relevant information to improve judgments. Resistance

can be overcome by developing means for meaningful

participation, providing an explanation of the necessity

of sound planning to institutional health, and by showing

that resource allocations will be based on Planning

decisions:

6. High'cost. ,Planning requires an investment of both time*

and Money. Planning requires the services of a

competent professional with adequate'staff.

7. Inadequate attention to planning for retrenchment.

Most systems appear to be designed primarily for either the
A

".steady state" or growth,,rather than for declining

enrollments and financial support. Howevee, demographic

information Suggests many institutions are likely to

'experience such problems in the l980s.

8. Need for _evaluation. Fraoman'indicates that evaluation

' is one of the weakest links in most planning systems.

Evaluating 'the qualitative aspects of program performance

-38-
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has yet to be addressed by most institutions in any'

systematic way
.26

26. Ibid., pp. 43-46.

e
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CHAPTER III.

PREMISES FOR EFFECTIVE.PLANNING

The literature suggests that effective planning is

dependent upon certain fundamental. conditions. Although

planning is not an exact science, planners write that its

ifTictivenees appears to be subj-ett tO WATIDUll lawsTur.

principles which imp]iy particular elements and strategies.

'ylanning premises synthesized from the literature are

presented here. These premises lire classified into (1)

essential

essential

characteristics of the planning process, (2)
;

prerequisite consideratione, and- (3) essential

requirements of the process.

In-this chapter, important planning.system characteristics

are delineated and explained. Then, premises related to

hoW an.institutiot should organize and readjust itself for

planning (pre-planning activity) are presented. Esse.,Oial

requirements of the process that should lead to an effective:

planning system are then explained.,

The purpose here is to synthevize the findings and

recommendations of planning experts that have recently

appeared in the literatlire. This synthesis provides

insight into the necessary conditions for and nature of

An effective planning system,

-;40-
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Eff4ctive planning systems, as described in the (literature,

seem.to share some common characteristics. These characteristic*

are:

Planning Must Be Covrehensive
4

The planning process must integrate academic, administrative,

facility, personnel, and financial plans. Every function
4

mbst be considered as an integral part of the institutlen. The

activitieS of all functions should be viewed as factors con-

/

tributin -to the efficiency and effectiveness as a whole.

Plann,in Shoul Be Viewed as a Continuou Process

Kieft, Armijo and Bucklew stated thia principle and

supported it by indic4Ning that planning is a future-oriented

activity. Because anticipation of future developMents is

inherently more likely to be inaccurate than wtiat is done toimeet

current needs, planning should be a continuing process and

should be designed accordingly. "Planning's ongoing nature

permits adjustments to.unanticipated deve.lopments and to correct

mistakes. Planning is cyclical and hone of its various stages

are final.
"I

Effective Planning Reguires Flexibility
Ao

The pl.nntng system should allow for future uncertainties

su5h as enrollment shifts, cheinging employment requirements,

changing Student interests, and potential shifts in financial.

I. R. N. Kieft, F. Armijo, N. S. Bucklew, A Handbook for

Insti utional Academid and Pro ram Plannl Ffom Idea to

mp ementation. Bou er, Co orado; Nat ona Center or

/Hfgher Management Systems, 1978), p. 4.

.

;
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support. .A flexible approach to planning should result in'

quite specific short-range opeTational plans for perhaps one

to two years, less detailed development plans covering 'the.inter-.
2

mediate peridd of two to five yeaA ahead, and strategic plans

focusing on general factors that may affect the institution

five to ten years hence. This approach permits adjustment fo a

reasonable range of contingenties in each time period.

HaXstead 6aLltione), "Plans must be flexible enough to

allow tor change, yet rigid enough to encourage action. ft3

Kieft, et al, indicated that planning must be contOuRes and

flexible at a means of aceommodating adjustments to unanticipated

developments or past mistakes.
4

,

Planning Should Be Viewed as an Evolving Process

Representatives,of the institution will have to learn how

*o plan. It is better to start with a basic process that is
v

understood and nonthratening than tp lay on a sophisticated

process that likely will threaten faculty and administrators;
O.

possibly leading fo rejection. Halstead cautions,about the

dangers of overplanning by indicating that the consequences may

be as great or greater than 'underplanning. Administratorsrare

cautioned about transplanting a sophisticated planning process

from another instituLOO'

2. Freeman, p. 4.
3. K D. Halstead, Statewide Planning in Higher Educaeio

(U. S. Government Printing Offl.ce: 1974), p.

4. Kieft, et al

. 5. Halstead, p,.29.
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Prerequisite Conditions for Effective Plannin9
/-

n

Six conditions must occur prior to the aCtual design and

implementation of a planning process. They are:

1. Secure executive leadership and commitment

Aqvisible commitment by the InstitutiOn's cktief executive

office-is important. Kieft/ et al, indicated thatmheir th^

board of trustees exerts considerable influ4nce in operational

matters, the ,board's.commitment should be equally. eviden1.
6

Freeman noted that if the president and the principal academic

are indifferent toward planning, it is a guararitee of

fai1ure.7 Mundt wrote that it is essential to secure top-
,

level suppor1k at the outset and that support be maintained

throughout he planning procese.8

Vet

2. ,Plan to plan

Mundt emphasized the importance of developing a planning

system that is consistent with the history,. structure, and

personality of the institution.9 Pre-planning activity can be

viewed as planning to plan. An institution iihould determine its,

planning requirements, study existing processes and capabilities,

develop planning policy, assign responsibility, develop a

planning structure., develop a planning process, 4s/c1 initiate

ct al., p. '6.
. .

7. Freeman, p. 47.

8. J. C. Mundt, Lon27Range Planning for Community College

Education, Department of Higher Education, Florida State

University (Tallahassee, Florida: July 1973), p. 8.
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inservice staff development activities on institutional

planning, Shoemaker noted thgt a planning process requirds a

precisely defined series of activities with'a related calendar

or time schedule so everyone knows completion dates of various

steps.
10

3. , Makejprovisions for staff time and expertise

ATaimate fespohsibilitS, For plahnihg should rest with an

executive officer with institution-wide responsibilities.

According to Kieft; the ideal situation would-be spending one

year in designing, explaining, and pilot testing before

implementation. He stated, "Expect contiripal revisibn and

adfustment the, first year as theory becomes practice.

-Consequently, an institution should expect to spend two to three

,ye rs devejloping a finalized, operati6a1 planning process."11

Hal tead alsp ?mphasized, "Planning,should be deliberate, with

provision fqf adequate time and money to be invested in it.

It is not a weekend affair.

4. Develop clearly defined planning procedures
and a àciiedule

Freemad advocates a rigoTous system of forrnal"pplicies.and

procedure6 for "planning, resource allocation, and'the evaluation

of performance consistent with the organigational structure,

T. W. A. Shoemaker, Data and Its Uses: A trocess S stem for
for,Planning.' 'Paper presented at.National Tec nical
panel meeting on Planning Twb-Year Colleges. (Columbus,

Ohio: National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, December, 1978).
00

11. Kieft, p. 143.

12. Halstead' ID': 29.
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management philosophy, and purpose of the institution, He

indicated that such a system ,should include specific steps to

be followed in initiating plans and getting them reviewed and

approved by the'central administration and goVerning board, as

well as means for, regular review, revision, and updating of

plans. He called for such procedures to integrate planning with

budgeting and with the allOcaiion of physical space,. Time-

tai)les for planning and.budgeting should be defined'alo
r

clear indication of who is involved in making decisions.1-

Kieft suggested that as'a planning process becomes

operational it will become more mechanistic. "Specific forms

will be developed, with detailed instructio".
14 Shoemaker

indicated that,a planning process requires a preciselydefined

series of activities. He wrote:

A PERT chart ca:14 used to 4raphically describe who 34

to be involved
;

what kind of data, at what point in

the process, and for what purpose. A calendar or time

schedule must then be related to these activities so
'everyone knows completion dates for,the various steps.

15

Such a process can help each person.understand his or her

resporisibili7, and the schedule can be.Used to specify exactly

when specific products of the process will have to be completed

so the syetem can be kept on schedule. Kieft noted titat planning

procedures and schedules should be formally communicated to the

institutional cbmmunity. This lends visibility to planning

13 Freeman, p, 47.

14. Kieft, p. 6.

15. Shoemaker, p.
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activities and indicates the importance accorded by the

institution". "Formal scheduling of planning aCtivities puts

them on a footing with other established institutional
16

practices,"

5; Make rovisions for broad artici ation

Mundt stated, "meaningful involvement by facultyf,trustees,

administrators, arid students is the principal sine'qua none
ft

of successful planning; go to great pains to Make certain

this occurs.
.17 Freeman recommended a high-level coordinating

council to advise and assist the president and the planning

office. He emphasized that it should be made clear that,

"whi,le students and faculty have important advisory roles, the
. .

ultiffiate responsibility for-planning and budget decisions rests

with.r/the administration."
18 Shoemaker also advocated campus-

wide involvement in the planning process. He wrote "age of the

foundational and most Valuable resources of a college is the

intelligence and creative ability of its personnel....Planning

process can-be designed to make the best use of this resource 'and ,

_
not suppress it.-

19 He believed that people need to feel tha

they, are pai.ticipating in the Maturational development of their

institution-and that they have a say in their individual and

corporate destiny.

16. Kieft, p. 141.

17. Mundt, p, 10.

18. Freeman, p. 48.

19: Shoemaker, p. 11.
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He stated:

the experinicnts of the late sixties'have proven that it
is not necessarily beneficial forrall groups to be
represented at the highest leveler (administration and

board). The impOrtant thingin the design of a.p1anning
process, therefore,'is that everyone knows that they have
opportunities for input at appropriate ttmes, places4 and

leveli -- both directly and through.representatives.40

6. Integrate institutional with state system
rivel planning

Planning must feed to and flow from the decision process

at the state systeM level. Planning must recognize the tettlitie8 0'

of the state decision process and be"integrally related to

political strategies Affecting the sYstemls efforts tö influence

state government.

1W,

Essential lz.ou rements of.an Rffective !net/min Process'

The conceptualization and design of a comprehensive

institutkonal planning skstem,should reflect certain fundamental

requirements. Following are ten requirements considered
Ps.

,essential to an effective planning system:

1. Planning should nOt Be separated from"
decision making

McManis and Harvey vieW planning, management, and evaluation

as, integrated and cyclical functions that are inseparable

operationa,lly.
21 Kieft emphasized that planning and resources,

allocation must be.linked in a decision process that identifies

,
objectives and selects and-develops programs to accomplish

'them.
22 Kieft, et allindicated that the planning Process

should rationalize decision making by minimizing its ad hoc

.20. Ibid., p: 11,

21. McManis-and Harvey, p. 9:

22. Kieft, p. 4.
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character. The procl?ss sho'uld consider the future of the

, institution as a coherent whole and specify the appropriate

allocation and reallocation of resources, All decisions reached

during the planning process shou14.be governed 61, the Same

priorities and criteria,' Administ;ativd allegiance to a planning .

-process requires the main enance_of p1anning as the.primary force

.in the determination of t4e budget and the allocation or re-

allocatiOn oT res6drces.3

2. Planning should be both short and
long-range

Kieft indicated that planning is shoFt-range in that

develops the budget for the nex't fiscal year and continues

program commitments. Planning is long-range in seeking to

establish goals and dirdction for ehe foreseeable future. The

short-range resource judgements made (throughout the planning

process can be viewed as means to loreg-range predetermined

ends.
24 Halstead noted there is probably an optimum time period

for which planning should be done.., "The period cannot be so
-

long as to preclude reasonable accuracy,in projecting statistics

.and.t.rends, nor can it be so short,as. to make planning

meaningless."
25

Shoemaker suggested program d5cisions with budge't

Implications should be, projected for at least five years. He

belkeves,it usu'ally takes three to five years before any

substantial change in the,pattern of rescArce allocation begins

to have a full and lasting imkact.

71, Kiett, et al p. 5.

24: Kieft, p. 143.

Halstekl, p. 29.
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The minimum, olánning horizom Will Ultimately be,
7

determined by a coordinating or pverning iloard and will likey be

a function of required informatioo fbr funding capital projects;

3. Pl i_h_i_j_L;trejl.iltinannnral;uCigei

--Simemaker-noted that statements- relating _ta.where_an

institution should be going and. what 4.;k _Ought to pe doing are

of little value,in and bf thdmselvel. AO* impl4ned,,uc11

statements, repult.in little more gthan genexal-Trpstra,4oWarong.

the'more creative and aggressive piOple oi 2 n -cated

,that the opposite extreme is five to ten yeitit Of

extrapol4ions created by the busineds manager: "?rOuentLr ,-
, N

very littlep.if any, thought is Oven to change inf,;Pr

services, and personnel and the only concern is forj.0iinCial

9V:41Mat

planning." He believed that an effective' planning.procesS must
,

focus on institutional mission, definition of en4ironment, design

of studentcentlred progvams, and be concerned with the fiscal

projections that make the best 'tise of limited resources.

"Institutional planning'must take place in the real world and a

major part of the real world is fiscal xesponsibility.
026

Mundt advocated ptogram budgeting as a means of linking 61e

planning and budg,ting processes.
27 Kieft advocated an

an integrated planning and allocation/reallocation process that

results in a budget." .

§hoemaker, p. 4,

27. MuhAtt, p.
, 44

21. Kieft, p. L39. .
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A. Planninq-requires a'clear definition and
understana1n9 of institutional missfon,
aims and goals

Freeman stekted, "one cannot draw a road map without

. knowing in advance where one is going." He 'indicated developers

, of a comprehensive planning system must begin-by clearly stating

the purpose and role of the planning system, then determine the

mIssion of the, institution, as well as the goals and objectives

of its principal organizational components.
29

Kieft, et al.4.cautiOned that planning must not be limited to

quantifiable or measurable considerations. They gUggested that .

the process recognize as many benefits and associated costs as

possible. They pointed out that many worthwhile benefits may

be depreciated by attempts at quantifi'cation. ,They emphasized,
a

, however; that this does not mean quantification can be ignored

or that the-effort to measure quality should be abandoned.
30

Mundt suggests that the goals of the institution should 14

idealistic but reachable. They should not be so pedestrian as

to require little or no effort to obtain them. He, too, saw

general as well as measurable objectives having,a place in the

plan. 31

5. Plannin re uires b.eration between
ar erent eve s in t e ierarc y

_

4

Freeman advoCated that the general direction of the

institution Should be defined 'by the central administration? but

29. Freemen, p: 47.

30. Kieft, et al., p. 4.

31. Mundt, p. 11.
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detailed academic plans should be developed' by academic units
L.

and subUnits. Be noted that planners shpuld ensure that all the

planning is fully coordinated and that the sum ot resources
t

anticipated at lower levela does not exceed total institutional

resources.
32

Accqkding to Shoemaker, planning must' take place at,the

department level. He believed that the people who are

responsible for activities are the best prepared to implement

efficiencies creatively as.well as design new program activities.

.te
His position is dependent upon the amount of help dekrtmental

people receive through the planning procesethe understanding

of their roles in tfle fulfiment of institutional goals, their

perception of the environment in which they work and from which

students come, and their recognition of the fiscal limitAions

of their setting. He emphasized the importance of enabling'

individuals at the'grassroots level to feel a sense of

community and a realization of their systematic relationship to

the whole institution. Shoemaker added, howeveil-that the'

administration and the board of trustees have final authority,

"The implication, of cou;--iii-that all decisions made in
4

departments and divisions, and even by broadly representat.ive

groups come to,the administration and the board as

.33
recommendations,

32a Freman, p. 49.

33. Shoe aker, p. 12.
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6, The planning process should emphasize
WOrking papers, not a final printed aocument

The planning process should focus on proalging information

4-
to support decisions and de-etiphasize the objective of publishing

a plan that may or may not have an impact on important decisions,

Freeman noted that, although the actual written plans themselves,

are seco-nalary the disciplined_ proc_ess required_to develop,

analyze, review and approve' written plans is essential. All

major academic and 'administrative support units should be re-
,11

quired to develop written plans covering a specified period oE

at least five years. Changing conditions call for planning to

be viewed as.a continuous and on-going process, The dynamic

nature of theAbrocess-renders a final planning document obsolete
$6

by the time'it is printed.
34,

Planners should emphasize the development of working papers

that support decisions and inform the college.community arid the

411)

public of the progress of the institution,

7. Planning must be 1nformation-based

Planning requires information about both the internal ,

aspects of the institution and its external environment.

Freeman stated, "the failure of many planning systems can be

traced to inadequate information about the institution, its

programs, its finance's, its students, and its staff." He

suggested the need for comprehensive management information

systems (MIS) and appropriate analytical models to generate

the information required to support planning.
35

14. Freeman, p. 50.

35-, Ibid., p. 49.
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Halstead itated that.planning should be done within the

context of current and.projected social, economic, and

political characteristics surrounding the institution,

recommended a study ,of long,terM occupational trends and

1

advances, in technology.
36

Kieft, et al., identified important external factors to Ai

consider such as local, state, and national economic trends;

projected student characteristics; employment and career

opportunities; labor trends; social priorities; student aid

programs; and the physical enviroilment ofthe institution,37

8. Planning.requires the development of
institutional-priorities

Priorities are nec,!ssary because of limited resources.

In the recent past, incremental growth was viewed, as the norm.

Planning reflected the expectancy that any changes could be

covered by an increased number of students, an increase in the

fee paid by the student, and increases in state and federal

approprPations.

Institutions are now finding that in order to make changes

it is necesiary to change priorities and reallocate funds.

Resources are scarce and changes will require alterations in

traditional allocation iatternd as trade-offs are considered in

order to obtain optimum vitality.

36. Halstead, p. 29.

37. Kieft, et al., p. 6.
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9. Planning should providea Means for
pruning and deleting programs'

Changing nefds and scarce .resources require that 'some

- programs be reduced ot eliminated. According.to Shoemaker, the

unpopular and distasteful thouvht.of reducing staff-is

frequently considered only when an institution is on its last legs.

Tti-en it-achieves too little, too latei- He believed it reflects- a-

greater concern for human dignity to help people find positions

where they derive satisfactibn from being prOductive instead of

allowing theM to fulfill traditiohal roles in "over-.stuffedw.

outdated, and parasitic programs."
38

'.- 4
It only takes a few such programs to drain-kbe",*

an intitution enough to preven't 'it from having the'r

to develop new programs and serv.ices that may be Vital to

survival.

Planning reguires a means for
evaluatTng Institutional performance

Te-

Planning literature indicated that few institutrons have

_deVeiroped effective meaps of determining if programs are
k

accomplishing their objectives th an effective and efficient

manner.. Conditions of economic restraint will require that some

marginal programs be,reduced or eliminated if new, prograffis are

to be added. To make dUch decisions, an effective method for

determining the' relative priorities is essential.
rat:

The planning process itself should also be evaluated on

a regular basis to ensure that it is responsive to the needs of

38. Shoemaker, p. 12.
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the institution. The Oanning process,should be revised.as

necAssary to take advantage of improvements.in new techniques

and past experiences;

(

A
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CHAPTER IV.

A CONCPU'AL FRAMEWORK FOR PLANNING

Planning has been desctibed as an essential administrative

function for'the 1980s. Unprecedented cAange has" resulted'ili

Crucial.need for two-year colleges o develop improved

administrative systems and.techniques as a means of optimizing

the use of their limiteeresources. Tile operating framework

. _

for the coming decade will virtually require that t4o-year

colleges deiielop a responsive planning function.

4
One of the major problemA encodntered by institutions ,

undertaking a comprehensive instituiionast,planning effort is

lackoof an adequate conceptual framework. Freeman boted th'at

there appears to' be little theoretical underpinning for

1
comprehensive apprgaches to planning. The purpose of this

chapter is to present a conceptual framework,to 'facilitate

understanding of the role', function,, and operation of.a .

1

4, Comprehensive institutional plapning system. Readers interestd

in the planning process, i.e., a step-by-step approhch, are .

.44 r

referred to a companion document titled Comprehensive Institutional e

Planning in Two-Year College: A Planni:4 Process and ,

2nstitutional Case Study.2 4; ,

First, an overview 4a Popular administrative model 41
*

4 .

explained -- the Planning, Management, and Evaluation (PME) Mode1.0

This model shows the esseptial componentA of a planning process

and the re1ationshZ0 among these 'components.

1. Freeman, p. 43.

2. S. L. Van Ausdle, Comprehensive Institutional Planning in

Two-Year Colleges: A Planning Process and Case Study

1ZolumSus, Ohio: National Center for Research,in
,

Vocational Educatjton,'1980).
f

dit
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The Plannin Mana ement and Evaluation Model

This section provides an overview of administrative process

as
, articulated by McManis and Harvey. Their hypothesis ts that

the fundamental administrative process 'of an institution, contains

three basic tlements: planning, management, and evaluation.

These processes can and should be developed as one integrated

system; i.e., a planning, management, and evaluation (PME)

4.

1.4

system:-

McManis adtarvey believe that the challenges facing

colletv ge,administratoKs today have never been greater and that

most institutions are at a crucial juncture in their evolution.

Evdn among those institutions.th'at currently do not

feel the external pressures of legislative oversight,
budgetary %constraints, and.in some cases, crises, it is

our professional opinion that the operating fritmework

of the 1980's will virtually dictate that eve6 institution

of higher education hav'responsive planning, management;

and evaluation systems.i

Their view of the operrating framework for the 1980s,is presented

as follows:

Higher education, opportunities will bq extended to

perhaps 60 percent orthe college-age population and

significant numbers of nontraditilonal students,
.particuaarly adult women, handicapped, minorities,

and older-people.

Life-long learning will be a concept of grdwing

importarice.

Community colleges will expand, so that
the people will livt within an hour of a
education facility. 5,

percent of
her

the trend towards concentration-of enrollments in

public institutions will continue - perhaps claiming
BO percent of college students by 1990.

, .

The grellwit growth will be in vocational and technical

programs a community'colleges an-d in continuin4

"- educatiOn programs for adults. .

-

3. McManis and Harvey, p. l.
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. Tdition costs will climb perhaps threefold at both
private and public institutions.

. There will be a continued trend toward increased
centralization and staff control in higher education
in the interests of efficiency and accountability.

An expanded role will be played by colleges and
universities in regional and national development and
mill_cause_state appropriations for higher _education
to soar.

Major breakthroughs will occur in the measurement of
the outcomes of higher education.

More effective planning, programming, budgeting,
4management, and evaluation techni,gues will be developed.

The PME system was th:lopted as a context within which to

study the planning function for two reasons: (1) current

research and development eff9rts direCtidftoward improvement,of

administrative process in postsecondary education have been

pursued within this context and (2) the United States Office of

gol,ucation, as a primary funding source fi5r institutional
-

,development, has been accustomed to thinking within the PME

'system context when reviewing .funding proposals. This approach

was a1po.recommended by a.national consulting panel on planning

in two-year colleges.

Overview of the Planning, Management, and Evaluation
(PME) System

Kinnison presented the planning, management, and evaluation

'(PME) system as shown in Figure 2. He defined_the e s o

the system as follows:

Planning. .The ongoing process by-which an institution

4. 3.
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Figure 2. A Planning. Management. and Evaluation, (ME) System.
(Charles Kirmison, Planning Specialist for Mc Mania and Associates.
"Planning in 1Novo-year 'Colloger Th4 mails1 presented at the .
National Center for Research in Vocational Education, Columbus,
Ohio, December, 1978).

a

A
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7

establishes or reaffirms its mission and determines its

derivative goals and objectives, (A goal 'was defined as a

tgeneral statement of a desired outcome; an objective.was

defined as a specific measurable outcome with a set time

frame growing out of a goal.)

Manavement. The administrative processes and techniques

which are msecyo achieve the instit4tional goals and'objectives

derived from the planning process.

Evaluation. The process of assessing the actual performance

oS the institution, in terms of the goals and objectives
5

derived from'the planning process.

Kinnison noted that the PME system helps an institution

first determine where the institution is headed and then manage

affairs in such a way al 6; get it there. Then,-the PIC

approach enables the institution to. determine when'it has

reached or failk to reach its planned destination and how

effective. and4efficient it has been in getting there. The

relationships of the components comprising the model are ,shown

im Figure The sequence of the process Ahould be noted as

well as its cyclical and integrated nature. Information'

derived from evaluation is utilized for 'subsequent planning and

management decisions, The relationship of the PME system

elements to the more traditionally defined management functions

are shown in F'igure
Winneson, Senior Associate with McManis Associates, Inc.,
"Planning in Two Year Colleges" (Comments presented at a
meeting convened by the writer at the National Center for
ReSeargh in Vocational Education, Columbus, Ohio, DecembPr,
1978). The purpose of-the meeting was 80 assist the
writer with his,research.
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components. The second ring representi the management systems that are used to integrate

planning, management, and evaluation. The third ring illustrates the relatirship of some of the

,more treditional management activities to the PME and supportinemanagement systems. The ele-

ments in the center of the circle are management responsibilities they'd to be carried out in order
for the PME systems to operate effectively.

(L. James Harvey, 1977) .
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Tie Plannini Component' of PME

-McManis and HarveY.note, "the problem is not the absence

of plans oi competqnt planners, but rather the absence of

comprehensive planning process tfiat integrates academic,

physical, .and plan'ning."6 They advocAte a planhing

process that':
/

1. Assesses the needs of the tommunity of which the
institutiqn is a part and the'constituents it
seeks to serve.

2. Requires the institution to routinely examine its
mission in light of those needsand either reaffirm
the existing miksion or modify it.

3. Develops derivative goals and objectives.

4. Ensures that all supporting academic, physical,
and financial plans that are evolved are in consonance
with those goals and objectives.

5. Involves'the persons responsible for the implementation
of the plan in its development,7 ,

.
Kinnison noted that there are n6erous techniaues that

can be utilized to implement a pm system. Many institutions

are utilizing some veriaon of managiment by objectives (MB());

_planning, programming, and budgeting (PPB); zero-based budgeting;

or combinations bf each. The important point is that the

Ar institution has some system or process for facilitating the
1 I %

routine review of,its direction, reaffirming or changing its-
)

mission, and establishing.its derivative goals and objfictives.

, 6. McManis and Harvey, p. 6.

7. . Ibid.,-p. 6.
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Process Two-Year Co11e.9'es

The planning process presented
in this section was

developed
within the framework

of the4PME system and is shown in

Figure 4. The purpose here is to identify and expladn the
a

function
of the components

of the model.

Pre-planning

The prerequisite
to developing

and implementing
a planning!

process
is to determine

the institution's
need and desire for it

and to develop a plAn for planning.
In so doing,,(!.he

following

questions
should be answered:

1. Why plan?

2. 'Who will plan?

3. What will be.the nature of the planning process?

4.- What is the time-frame
for planning?

The pre-plarining
will not be complete'until

planning policy

and a process have been developed
and approved.

At the outset,.

Ir

a planning council should be appointed
and planning responsibilities

assigned
to an executive

officer.
Initiation

of a college-wide

staff development
program focusing-inikially

on planning

methodology
and subsequently

on information
describing

the

institution'and
its environment

is highly recommended.

The staff "must learn how to^plan and adapt. Ackoff

believes that because of uncertainties
created by turbulence'in

,Ar

the col ege nvironment
planners

peed to design ana develop

se*

decisi makLLng processes
and systems that enable them to learn

-63-
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Pre-Planning

Needs
Assessment

Strategic
Planning

Operational
Planning

MANAGEMENT Utilization

.---gai EVALUATION
Summative Evaluation

of Process

Figure 4. Comprehensive Institutional Planning System for Wm-y*0r Colleges.
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and adapt more effectively. According to Ackoff, to learn is to

increase one's efficiency and effectiveness over time under

constant conditions. To adapt is to maintain or increase one's

efficiency and effectiveness oVer time under changing conditiona,R

Needs Assessment

teeds assessment is defined as the process'Of delineating

and obtaining information about the institution and its

environment to \inform planniAg decisions. Kieft, Armijo,

.and BuckleW call for three types of studies to obtain required

information:

1. Studies of current programs and resources.

2. Studies,of internal information.

3. Studies of e4ternal information.
3

They desCribe the nature of information fticollect and suggest

procedures for dtg so. Examples of external needs frequently

studied include students vocational interests and employers'

labor market needs.

Recent literature described the changing and complex
.0 0

external environnitht and points to the uncertainty created for

institutions. .The primary implication is a need for a better

understanding of the external environment and the likbly impact .

of environmental change on the institution. One of the main
4.

problems in monitoring the external environment.is the mass of

8. Russell L. Ackoff, "The Systems Revolution," Long-Range
Planning (DeceMKer 19,74): 8. p.

9, R. N. Kieft, F. Armijo, N. S. Bucklew, A Handbook for
Institutional Academic and Pro ram Plan in : Fro

I ea to Implementat on (Boulder, Colorado: Nat nal

ZrifiFe for Higher Education Management Sustems, NCHEMS,

1978), p. 25.
#

4
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information to be scanned. Open systems theory provides a

conceptual framework for the developthent of the needs

assessment component of the comprehensive planning process and

will be explained in the next chapter. Environmental information

should be analyzed and presented to decision-makers in the form of '

planning assumptions. Planning assumptions are statements about
F.

perceived future conditions: Valencia Community College'_s approach

to needs assessment is presented as Exhibit C in the companion

document'titled Comprehensive Institutional Planning in Two-Year

Colle_ges: A,Planning Process and Case Study.
10 Exhibit C

explains how needs assessment at Valencia relates to other

components of the plannfng process.

Strategic Planning

Strategic planning iu the process of determining institutional

direction and foci's and is based upon information obtained from the

needs assessment and presented as planning assumptions.

Strategic planning starts with a review and update of the

mission statement, Then, college-wide goal statements should be

prepared. It is recommended that the goal statements be of

two types continuing and special. The continuing goals

provide a further delineation of the mission statement and,

as the name implies, will not change significantly from year to

.year. The continuing goals provide direction _,to new as well as

ongoing activities. Special goals are "special" for a stated
,

period of time_and tend to be specific and timely aspects of

Confinuing goals. They represent the most specific stateMents

of girection at the institutional levea. Like th4econtinuing

10. Van Ausdle, p. 91.
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goals, the special goals provide direction to both new and

ongoing activities and programs, though they seek primarily

to-intensify efforts on certain ongoing activities and to

bring about chAnge.

The relationship of strategic pOnning to needs

assessment and operational planning is illustrated in Figu/e 5.

Strategic planning determines what the institution will do

after assessing the conditions in the college and its external

environment. The process results in strategic plans which

reflect planning decisions by policy makers. Planning decisions

are recorded as the continuing and Special goals. They serve as

input for operational planning.

Operational Planning

Operational plannihg is the process of developing long-range

and annual plans at each organizational level within th'e

institution. These plans are derived from or developed within

the context of institutional goals developed via the strategic

planning process and are action oriented (see Figure 5). Specific

measurable objectives are developed along with procedures for

implementing these objectives. Strategic planning it the

process for determining what the institution will do. Operational'

planning focuses on determining how and whIn the "what" will be

done. These proOesses should not be viewed as being mutually

exclusive or linear in nature. Rather, these processes are

iterative, dynamic; and cyclical. Both interacSwith the

environment and each othe/1. Figure 5 showsthese relationships.
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[NEEDS- ASSESSMENT

CONDII(IONS (NEEDS) IN THE COLLEGE AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

Planning
Process

Feedback

LStratggiC
Plans

STRATEGIC
PLANNING.
(WHAT)

OPERATIONAL-
PLANNING
(HOW & WHEN)

Planning
Decisions

Planning
Process

Action
Plans

1

.Feedback

Outcomes

I Program
Implementation IL.

Figure 5. Relationships betw§; Stratiogic and Operational
Phases of Compreliensive lnst timid Planning System
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Plan Utilization

Utilization involves directing the accomplishment of

goals and objectives identified and.described in the

strategic and operational planning phases. Utilization

activity consists of organizing, allocating resources,

delegating responsibility, and directing institutional

activity! According to McManis and harvey, "the management

process (PME) should help assure that decist4s reached at all

levels within the institution result in actions, activities,

and/or directions which materially cdntribute to the

realization of the institution's gOals, objectives, and

.11
supporting plan's.

'In order to implement such apanagement process, they

see the need for a method of translating institutional

objectives into administrative, programmat4c, and individual

.

.

objectives: McManis and Harvey state: -

4/i

Carefully tailoied nd appropriately scaled management

systems must be in lace in order to ensure that

decision makers r c ive timely and relevant data and

information. An equitable process for allocating

limited financial resources'among competitive programs,

4
must be institutionalizedonetin which institu onal

and programmatic objectives set the standard fo r

equity, not emotion or favoritism. Operating p icies

and procedures mutist be clearly stated and followed.

RepOrting relationships must be clear and understood

by all and responsibility and commensurate authority

must be delegated to the lowest practical level. Last,

the institution must consciously attempt to develop

its executive and supporting staff at all levels to

provide them with requirea knowledge, skills, and ,

abilities to function effectively in their current .

positions, as well as to prepare them for higher level.

positions.12.

11. McManis and Harvey, p. 7.

12. Ibid., p. 5.
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Evaluation of Planning Process

.The planning process should be viewed,a an evolutionary

process within the instAution. As college personnel learn about

V.

plamning from their experienceird the experiences of others, thlv

can improve blanning. The planning process should be carefully

studied with the findings utilized to make improvements.

.Evaluation design-ehould be developed an,c71 specifigd during the

pre-planning phase. This phas should not be confused with
I

measuring attainment of inptitutional objetives orloucomes.

Evaluation of the planning process should be formativ as well

as summative. The iteratilie and cyclical maturb of the proceig0

is meant to imply that evaluation of both the process and

product should be an ongoing activity.

-70--
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CHAPTER V'

AN OPEN.SYSTEMS VIEW OF PLANNING

Only in recent times have the j4elds of oaanization and

4 'management recognized the contributiOn of systems theory. The

literature df the early 1960s began'to esStpine the relationship.
, 4

between organizational and open systems theory. Egrlier, theories

treate0 organizations as rational systems 114ich operated by some

..c - . . ,

set Of logiCal relationsffips. TheorieS of 4Cientific manage eni,

1, -

,

ft

administretivemanagement-, and bureaucracy were.in vogue. The

limitations of these theories have'become more obvious-through-
.,

time. 'Undesirable oufcomes that had not b'een. anticipated
*

,
occurred on a more:Ifrequent basis. Many of these updesirablp

. outcomes were attributed to the fact that,models neglected mp ny

.10
,

,

V 6
factors external t6-:the organization. they did not concern t-

., .

. A

themsele's.with.the fpfluence of the organ4ation'kenviromien
.

.-

I .

op it.i 'str.uct:ure. or "furiction.,'
Organilations were treeted as

,

1 s 4,

clpsed,systems With ofganizational,purpose, defined by,the

4.

.

.

:40

'convenfaon.41 wisdo Ortop aAMik.sti-ation., being the .primaiy."'

.deterMinant of Orga

"

iitiignal behavior.

.
l A,EtejLlsr_a_NeliTte.94I.

tTh'e iriadequacies of closed syptem th4nk1,ng about orgaviza-
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and 4sconceptions of closed system thinking as follows:

1., Failure to recognize fully the dependence of

organizations on inputs from their environment.

4/
2. Overconcentration on,principles

functioning.

internal

1. Failure to.recoghize-61at there are more yays than

one of producing a given outcome.

4. Failure to undstand and deve1op the feedback or
intelligence fTECtion, the means by _which the

organization acquires -information about environmental

changes.'

;

An Open_System View

1Catz and.'Kahn's theoretical model for the understanding of
.4

organizations is that of an input-obtput system n which

the teturb from the output.reactivates:the system. ;hey

indicate hat social,organizations (two-year colleges) are

11
open systdms'... Katz and Kahn define an open system by

I.

delineating t9i essential characteristics. These characteristics

f, \

are:

. Imppr4tlon of energy. Open systems' import some

kind -p-f.energl'7 from the ,envitonment. An educatiagal

"t

1

institutipnyouad draw renewed supplies of energy ifrom

other institutions, people, and the material

environment. EneYgy-would take the .form of

students, faculty, goods and setyices, equipment,

-etc
sk,

Katz and R. Kahn, "Open Systems Theory," Readirigs in

Organizational Theory (NeW York:. Random House,.1971),
pp. 13-29.

-72--
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2. Throughout. Open systems traisform the energy

available to.them, i.e. thtducational prodess in

educational institutions.

3. Output. Open systems export a product into the

environment..: Outputs.consist of educated students,

-
and other services to the,community such as financial

*id social contributions.

. ay_stems as cyc1eS4 of events The pattern of actiVities

of the energy exchange haS a cyclic character.' The

students exported into the environment furnish

the source of energy for the repetition of the cycle of*

-

activities.

. Negative eritropy, Organizations can avoid entropy- (death)

by impoi-ting from their environment more energy than

they _expend: 0/

6: Information input, negative feedback, and the coding

pkocess. Information inPut refei.s to signals received

about the environment and about the system's own

functioning in relation to the enVirantent: Information
41,

feedback of a negative,kind enables the system.t03,

,4
corre.ct its deviations from course.. Planning can be

'viewed as a procesi Of facilitating'ttieinformation

input, teedback,.and coding"rocess. 4

7. _jsteec)1dchlneostasi&. A steady

itate repreients.a continuolks inflow of rgy from

the external environment and a continuous expOkiroof

the products of the sirstem. The-ratio of the energy

- 737
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exchanges and the relaticins between parts remains

ttle, same. In adapting to their environmerl% systems

will attempt to cope with external forces by incorporating

them or acquiring control over ,them ia the growth

process. 4

8. Differentiation. Open systems'move,in the direction of

Ipecialization and elaboration. Tn educational

institut4ons, more technical specialists are hired to

perform specialized fiinctions such as negotiations,

planning, and research.

9. Integration'and Coordination. Differentiati

countered by pOcesses'that bring the system

n is

for unified. functioning. Orderly an systema'tic

'articUlation is providedihrough such device"s as priority

setting; the establishment and regulat on Of rblitines,

and the scheduling and sequencing of,events. Comprehensive

pinhing may-.64ve as ;0,coordinative device:

ether

10. 'EquifInality. According'td this principle, a

system can reach the same finar-state -from

_differing initial conditions apd.by &variety of

paths., There iA.no pne best way.

Building'on theA defiriition and characteristics,.ratz and

Kahn go on to.empliatize that the study of organizations should

include thd study of-organizational-envirofimental,relations.
,

.411
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stimuli as "systems openness."' The edja,Ational leadership
.-

.(chief
administrators,,trustees) 'ate one p-rimary determinant.

.

,
of thlvdegreeof opern)ess, or permeability. Degree of openpess

s t ...

,

.

.
.

may also!) be inOuenced through institutional rriers or
,

j. . .

environmental scannttn'g itce-haniamsf bUt it.should be notedIt'hat

Y . .

.
,

environmental inPuts ire hot p*essarily,controllable.
''.

They state;

We must examine the ways in which an organization is tied

to other structures, not only those that furnish economic

inputs and support but also _structures that can provide

political influence and social legitimation'. The open-

Tsrstem emphasis on suc4 relationships implies an interest

in properties of'the environment itself. Its turbillenCe

or placidity, for example, limits the kinds of relationships

that an organization can form with systems in'the environment

and indicates also the kinds of relatiVships that an

'organization will require to assure its own survival%2

A schematic representation of a system is presented in

Fikure 6. The key to the concept of a system is thp idea of

relatlOnshlps. A system behaves in a way unique to itg tbtality
%

because of the relations among its parts And eo its en:krironment.

Because the .parts are interdependentr'th'e behaviorsore more

'11 just the sum of tile behaviors of the parts'.
,

The area wffilin the dotted lines of Figure can be.viewed

-
as an educational institution. Thegenviroriment is shown

1

impinging upon the institution. Katz and Kahn denote the degree

tO Which the system is-receptive to all types of ,envi-tonmental

,., .

.

The 15as.fc questions bedone:. In what ways.and
.

under what'
..

,

.

...

'conditiorsfloebe'envirionmen't,affegt
the.j.nstitution7,7 How ,

2. Ifitrci..i
icsC

,ssot
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does the indtitution'dealmith these effects in terms of its

\

goal-oriented behaviorN What environmental changes might

affect the institution in the fUture and how?

Integration of Open_Sybtems and Planniqg Theory

The integiation oi'opect systems and planning theory is

accomplished by analyzing the administrative system's ssn
relative to transactions between an institution and its external

environment. Figure 7 shows the relationships between

'instftutional environments and the administrative

system. The,purpose of4b-administrative system
P

'iS to direct and cOntrol the institution.' The administrative!

system is in turn composed of three subsystems: planning,,

%.
management, and evaluation'. The planning Subsystem has primary

responsibilitir for c4termining institutionAl direction. More ,

emphasis_is being placed 6n the significan94 of the 'environment
.4

within which the institution .operates-aS an important determinant
CAN

of futui-e actions. ThuS Ahe,planning subsystem is viewed

as being responsible fo enabling the institution to learn aboxft
. .

and adapt to environMental\conditions. Contlict results When

the environm t demands.actions which are inconsis.Pent with the

broad purpose's of the institution.

We now turn to a major concern of this chaper, the

relationship between the ,nature of the.environment and thlhapptopch
4.11r

to planning. This relationship will be examin3d-lby determining

how the planning

1

.t

,
.

process-,can. be usey to provide important
.

W.
..,..,

:iiiiii ,
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information from the external environment of the institution for

making planning decisions.

Needs Assessment (Environmental AnalIsis)

An initial step in comprehensive institutional planning

is an analysis of the internal and external envirothaent of-the

institution. Emery and Trist recommend consideration of four

sets of interdependencies for a comprehensive understanding of

institutional behavior.
3

ITerrebérry presents their framework as

follows where L indicates some degree of interdependency, the

subscript 1-refers-to the organization, and the subscript 2 refers

tO the environment.4

Set

11
L12-

-

L 11 = Processes within the
organization, internal interdependencies.

Where L 121L21 = Exchange between the
organization and its environment,
transactional interdependencies.

L22 L?2 = Process among parts of the,

environment, environmental
interdependencies.

L21

Emery and Trist call the set of environmental,inter-

Sepbndencies-(L22) the causal texture of the enVilronment(see Figure- 7)..

. Through these processes,.elements'in the environment become 4

relat'ed and, hence, more complex.

3. E. Emery and E. E. Trist, "The Causal Texture of

Organizational EnvironmentS," Human Relations 18

(February 19651. 1,

4.. S. Terreberry, "The Evolution of Organiational Environments,"

Administrative Science Quarterll (Mafbh 1968), pp. 590-'613.

.-79-
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As the envi:ronment.k9omes more complex, it has'greater

potential for influencing the institution. Terreberry indicates

that the environment is becoming more complex over time. In

effect, as the interdependencies within the external environment

increase, more uncertpnty is. created tOf the institution.

This uncertainty nust be coped with if the institution is

to survive, muCh less grow and prosper.

Figure 7 shows the three levels of environment that must

be analyzed. These are the internalcoperating, and general

environments.
p,

The internal pnvironment contains all elements within the

institution. Emery,and Trist would refer to the transactions

within this environment as the L11 component. ;Intra-

institutional studies (needs and status assessment) would.focus

on the L11 component.

The operating environment for an educational institution

consists of the parent organization (e.ci, state coordinating

or governing board),,other educational institutions, and the

public krom the communities it serves. Thus,
11

.inputs from the operating environment that enter the institution

include:, informatiOn on revenues, staff, ,lbarners,, supplies,

. *technology, etc. These exchange processes are designated as the

L21 transactions. The output (L12 transactions) into the
f-7.

environment includes knoWledge, skills, and atfi,tudes of the

learners and other participants.
4,

"4
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The general envIronmentwconsists of all social, political,

economic, and techndlogical factors which indirectly influence

the institution. The processes through which these factors

become related are labeled as the L22 transactions.

With the establishment of -an open system model for4._

comprehensive institutional planninl, and with the delineation of .

the inputs, outputs, and transactions within each environment,

the analysis of the environment 'can be better understood. The

relevant factors which must be considered in establishing a'

comprehensive plan are likely to be more visible. The'approach

offers direction to the planner regarding what factors to

consider when studying the environments.

Emery and Trist and Terreberry believe that as

-environments evolve, their component parts become more inter-

dependent, resu ting in more complexity.. They suggest that at
6

least four,"' edl typee of organizational environments can be

identified which may be thought of as existing simultaneously

in the "real world" of most organizations. They are: (1) random

.placid,. (2) placid clustered, (3) disturbed reactive, 'and (4)

the turbulent field. Not only does complexity per se increase as

one moves..from one level to another, but more importantly, the
v,

potential effect of the environment,oh the institu:An inbreases.-

Random Placid Environment

Within the environment lere are good and ead elements.

Opportunities are good elements;.threats are bad element.

As an' institution operates, it want§ to avoid.the bad elements

and move towatd the good areas which are favorable to the

-81-
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institution's survival and goal achievement. The first 4nd

simplest environmental texture is called the Rlacid, raindomized

environment. The (pod and bad areas change slowly over time and

are randoMly distribdted- Because change occurs relat4'vely

slowly, the element of uncertainty is'reduced. Because of the

-random nature of the environment, however, it does no good for
. _ .

the institution to develop strategic plans. One cannot identify

good areas to plan towaed. The institution opexates at the

'tactical planning level by adapting to immediate conditions

and making ,short-term decisions. The ins.titution is.likely to

move incrementally with the direction determined by 4rial and

error.

Placid, Clilstered Environment .

Emery and Trist's second level environment is called

placid, clustered environment. The environm
se
nt has goads and

b/ads not randoilly-tdisstributed, but cldstered; and this pattern is

relatively unchanged over, tim. It is to the.institution's'best

interesi to avoid the bad areas and attempt to move toward the

good areas. It is now more important to know the environment.

The institutieon netds to have a comprehensive plan indicating

htm to move".thrdiigh the environment to find the good areas and

avoid the bad.areas. Strategic planning becomes important.

Dist\arbed, Reactive Environment.

When other large, similar institutions with similar goals begin

dominate an institution's'decision-making, the environment

is referred to a Adisturbed-reactive environment. ,The

emergehce of a domihate state governing or coordinating board can

782-
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create a disturbed-reactive,6nvironment, The environment still

has plusters orgoods and bads, but other institutions Arp now

in a posttion to influence each other and the environment.

Strategic planning'is still appropriate becauise the

institution wants to avoid bad areas and moye into good areas.j

'ate actions of othr institutions ?mist be taken into account(

however, during the planning process. Envirowental uncertainty

is increased. Not only must the adtion\of the institutions

be taken into account(.but their planned aCtionS must.be.

anticipated so counter Moves can be made. Because of future

uncertainties; contingency planning must be hn integral component

of the comprehensive,planning process.

Turbulent Field

It ha4 already been stated that the environment for
,

.educational institutions is becoming more pomple* at a'n

inrreasing rate. Zocial, political,.tedhnolog,ical, and economic

change are 4ll generating'uncertainty. There are inter-
,

dependencies developng.among Many.elements inAhe envitonments_l_

compounding this compleNit"i7 and uncertainty. Government

intervention and formation of special interest groups aie now

quiie Common. Emery and. Trist refer to this'enviropment

as the turbulent.field. They argue that the inter

dependencies among the elementg become so 'great lhat. th4
4

enVironment.takes on .chara:CteriStics of its owp. Planntng'in

this enyfronment requires a high level of competence. anki

involvement-. The contingency planrling comporlent"mserbe.

441t,
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sensitive to n'Altds that arise; thus the vrocess must )30 both

continuous and dynamic. Strategic and operational planning'

must be integrated and should fpcus on the near futtire.

4

Information systems should provide bdth internal and external

infoi-mation on a timely basis. Planning is likely, to'become
0

political.
4 1

This situation (turbulence) also calls for collectiVb

strategies by which the institutions lointly can influence the

environment which is Athanging around them. Social valuesithat

have overriding significance for all the,affectefinStitutions

might be introduced into the environment,. In this environment,1

long-range strategy formullation wfll have to be delayed until

the turbulence is reduced.

Thp idpntification of.tho tyrie of environment is a vPry

Amportalit_step in plann.ing. If the environMent canebie.

classilied'in Emery and Trist's terms, the level of environmental.

analysis, and apmroach to planning that isfmost Applicable aan be

specified (See Talif .2). _The tirst-'column in Table.2 identifies-
,

1

the various eriVircinmental types,'the second column'identifies
t

the relevant level.og analysis that ahould be emphasized,

the third.column indicdtes th.e priplau environmental "rt1ation
4 .

ships,. and.the fourth column indicates the rPlPVa'nt Annroacti(es)
., _

#

.

-to planning. sThe aqtdal environmental type may not b'e pure-- 1p.. .

. t.
, , ,

.
that is, the environtental types may.dverjapi Nevertheless,

this Classification qnhanoes tbe understanding of the



. . -; Table 2.. Summ
Sk.

I.

4

ty of Environmential itypo. Level of _Analysis. and Approach to Planning,

ENVIRONMENTAL
TYPE

LEVEL OF

ANALYSIS
ENVIRONMENTAL
RELATIONSHIPS

APPROACH TO
' PLANNING

,
a

Placid, Random Internal .
,

L11
I

Tactical
-a

PlacClid.
ustared

1

00erating lit L12 T . ,

Stit=girc ,

r

Distarback'
Reactive

O tinDIKa -a

C,

L2 1: 112
,

Tactical,
Strategic,

Contingency,

Tactical,
Strategic,

Politioar. ,

.

Turbulent Field General

.
.

.

L.22
, '-

t

r
t

1
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1.

institution to the environment and suggests a focus for and'

approach.to Planning.
-

A Comparison of Planning in' an Open and Closed System

Open systems theory...Offers yaluable insights to aid
.

in understanding the planning fu no0on. /It is particularly:
/:

helpful in.approaches to qelineating Apd analyzing the .

environment .(needs assessment) . Both strateglc and ópeFational .

planning must recogpize eAvironMental-institutional inter-

dependencies if the results are to be realistic. ,Outcomes of

'the strategic planning process.atempt to state the re a0.9nship,
A

the institution desires Wth the environment, As theenviron-

ment 'becomes more complex, institutions Must cope with m re

uncertainty. Administrati must be responsive.to this reality.

Planning Appears to be 4t vehicle institutions are calling on to

help meet'this challenge. Because of the dynamic and complex

eriviroments, the planning process must .be Comprehensive,

4continuousi dynamic, and futUre-responsive. Open systems theory'
. .

offers a'conceptuill framework for such a process and suggests
0

changes in the puriSose ana mature of the planning fUnction. Such-
,

ctianges are summarized iA Tabledi.

The primary premise for planning 'under, theiopen syetems

4' assumption is that institutiona.l direction,is derived from

Information ilUbut pie institution itself and its environment. -
,

-

Information syltemst are needed to keep admimistrators informed
?

. -

of changing needs.and interests. The primary purpose of planning
tfl,t. _ I

.

.

rs to obtain and provide Auch infoolation to the.policy' makérs 'IP

786- '



Table 3. Aomparison of- Purpoire and Ititture of Planning

Under a (Nosed and Open Systems Perspective

CLOSED SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE OPEN SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE

PREMISE
: Iniktit4tionattlirecti is fUnction

meof coenticinal ve lOom of
central itinstraiio'n

InstItutionalanirection is function
rmof infoet input from internal

and external environment

\PRIPtRY '
:PA SE

Achiet4 opitimal effIci
and eitectiveness

Adapt to and cope. with
changing environment\

, *

NATURE OF
PROCESS

-

dentriy#ed._Authorltative' Decent4Iized, Participative

Stalk. Periodic . dynamic, Constlnuous .

Rigid .
'ItFleXIbta, dontIngency-ployisicins

Ad hoc . SystemetiCCoMprohensivii

Science Art rd Seledoe

Long range (10 years or more) Short and long range (1 - 5 years)

DURABILITY.

,
Interest wanes _ .

Increasing interest and support

Ze-t

4

4

4

ektt

I.

- 8
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1

responsible,yor seeing that the institution adapts. to it's.

.%,

changing environment. Many.two-year colleges have responded

by conducting cOmmunity needs assessments on a more'formal

and frequent basis.

1

lbw
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